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THIS IS "OPPORTUNITY WEEK"
IN SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN.
The Clovis News' big subscrip- 28, to Saturday, G:30 p. ra. July
tion campaign is moving on rap- 8.
1 year-20- 0
votes
idly.
votes
Not just exactly an '''avalanche 2 years-603 years-1,20-0
votes
of subs" yet, but a steady stream
votes
4 years-1,80of subs pouring into this office.
5 years-2- , 400 votes
Subscriptions are coming from
C years-3.40votes
every section of the county.
7 years-4,80votes
The other day some men from
8 years-6- , 000 votes
Quay county enrolled as regular
0
9
votes
readers of the News.
10
votes
A party from a distant part of
11
votes
the state writes: "Let me know
12
votes
when my subscription expires.
13
votes
I want to help Miss
in the
14
votes
campaign."
15 years-20- .
600 vote"
The young ladies are worthy,
,
16
200 votes
I
years-24wil
aspiring. You
never have a
17
0
votes
get
paper
to
a
chance
better
that
18
votes
is worth several times the sub19
votes
scription price and at the same
20 years 65,000 votes
time help a worthy young lady
21
votes
secure a prize worth several
22
votes
hundred dollars.
votes
Whatever you do, don't fail to 23
24
votes
subscribe for this paper.
25
votes
Make every dollar do double
This battle of ballots is not
duty.
Don't forget "opportunity over until the goal is reached.
A difference of 25,000, or 50,000
week."
We guarantee that your dollar or even 100,000 votes at this
will buy more votes during "op- time does'nt matter. There is
portunity week" than any other time for new candidates to get
a first prize. The one paramount
time during the campaign.
Next week is "opportunity thing for YOU to do is to work,
week" when every dollar will Work, WORK, during every
secure TWICE the regular num- minute of "opportunity week."
Think what a few 25 years subber of votes.
scriptions would mean to you
gp Every candidate should work NOW. Or, even a few five and
every minute next week.
ten years subscriptions. Can't
WARNING! Usually there you get some of these? You can
are some who know more about if you try hard.
the subscription campaign than
Note the standing of the can
does the Manager. Some of didates in
this issue.
these will probsbly tell you to
wait and you will get more votes
County Treasurer,
K. E.
for each dollar. Don't be deceived and throw away your Brown, was called to Lincoln.
best chance to get one the big Arkansas Monday on account of
the serious illness of his wife,
prizes.
OFFER. If at any time dur- who has been visiting there for
ing the few remaining days of six weeks. A message stated
this big subscription campaign, a that her condition was so serious
dollar will purchase AS MANY that she was unable to be revotes as during next week, "op- moved to Little Rock, a distance
portunity week," we will make of fifty miles.
every candidate a present of a
A small blaze, which called
Jessie French piano like the one out the fire department, originatwe are giving away,
ed at the Romeo Owens residence
The price of the Clovis News on South Wallace Street Saturis $1.00 the year. Votes will be day night, but was extinguished
as follows during "opportunity before the department arrived.
week," or from Monday, June A gasolene stove had exploded.
0

0

0

0

ycars-7.40-

yeare-9.00-

years-10,80- 0
years-13,00- 0
years-15,20- 0

years-17,60- 0

years-30,40-

years-10.60-

years-52,80-

0

years-79,20- 0

years-101,40- 0
years-125,60- 0

Shower Party for Mandella Company "K" Reorganized
Company "K" of Clovis, the
A shower party was given at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. crack military organization of
Nelson Monday evening in honor eastern New Mexico, which has
of Mr. and Mrs. Mandell who taken the prizes for the best
were married in Amarillo last shooting at almost every enweek. The many guests were
received by Mrs. Nelson and
Mrs, Wallace Carmack and Miss
Veta Cilia presided in ber usual
charming manner at the punch
W. IL Duckworth did
bowl
the honors in opening the gifts
and announcing the names of
the donors.
Mr. and Mrs. Mandell were
the recipients of many beauti
ful and useful articles, among
which were 48 pieces of cut
glassware, hand painted plates,
cassrolls, electric irons, pillow
slips, linen, napkins, towels,
fancy work, pillow tops,
silverware, chafing
dish and fork and spoon. Mr.
Nelson presided at the piano and
Mr. Parker sang several beautiful selections. Dainty refreshments were served and the occasion was one of much enjoyment.
alumi-numwar-

e.

years-148,00- 0

years-182,00- 0

l

'

A free for all fight occurred
in the county jail the first of the
week, when two drunks started
a row with the two inmates of
the institution, Otho Murphy
and Herschel Taylor. Murphy
downed his man with ease, but
with Taylor it was a battle royal.
He finally landed a knockout
blow that laid out his man in
peace. Had his antagonist been
sober the result might have been

campment, will leave on July 26
for a five days' encampment at
Carlsbad where they will be entertained by Captain Bujac.
The companies from Clovis,
Artesia, Roswell and the
Roswell Battery "A" will make
up the eastern New Mexico encampment and the western encampment will be held at Las
Cruces. The reason assigned
for the two encampments is that
the majority of the soldiers on
the west side are natives and
those of the eastern side are not
and the two do not get along
well together in camp.
Company "K" was recently
with Perry Keown
as Captain; Hobart Miller, 1st.
lieutenant and John Luikart as
2nd lieutenant.
Por-tale- s,

A party in six cars motored
out to Pipkin's place near Claud,
Tuesday to take views of the
wheat fields, where cutting op
erations are now in progress.
Some dandy views were obtained
which will appear in the News
special.

Knufrr.

$1.00 PER YEAR

MAN AT S. F. SHOPS HIT
WITH HAMMER. MAY DIE.
A. S. Combs was struck with
a mechanic's hammer in the
The Clovis base ball team is hands of T. M. Dickens
at the

Base Ball Doings

being reorganized. Gene Sebas-tai- n
retiring as manager and
Horace Elder taking charge.
Elder says that he will play no
favorites and that if a man remains on the team he must
all the qualifications of a
ball player, otherwise the position will be given to another
who can make good. In a game
between Clovis and Claud Saturday at the home diamond the
latter were trimmed by a score
of 12 to 4. Portales more than
got revenge Sunday when they
carried off the honors with a
score of 15 to 5. The home team
explains their defeat as a result
of the demoralized condition of
the nine, several of which have
been discharged at the shops
and have left the city. Two of
these were considered among
their best players. The west
side nine played Havener Saturday winning by a score of 15 to
11.
The regulars will play
Grady Saturday and Sunday and
Canadian Texas on July 8 and
Slaton 3, 4. 5 and Vaughn on
po-se- ss

John Barry, proprietor of the the 11th.
big Barry Hardware store, returned from Atchison Tuesday, Automobile Drivers Notice
where he, was called on account
of the ilness of his Bister, who Drivers of Automobiles are
different
he reports is greatly improved. hereby notified that driving inside the city limits of Clovis, N.
M at over twelve miles an hour
is in violation of the city ordiStanding of Contestants in the News Big
nance and that anyone exceedSubscription Campaign
ing this limit from this date inside the city limits will be vigorMiss Imogene Baird,
ously prosecuted.
Clovia
12,100 votes
This ordinance is not inforced for any
"
"
Miss Elma Forbes,
9,600
other reason other than to avoid
"
"
Miss Lena Singer,
6,700
accidents and save human life.
"
"
Miss Bessie Reynolds,
1,800
This means all drivers of auto"
"
Miss lone Austin,
1,200
mobiles.
"
"
Miss Magdalene Humphry,
1,100
Signed
"
"
Miss Murl Douglass,
Cash Ramey, Mayor
1,000
Chas
Irvine, Marshal
"
Miss Ruth Downing,
12,600
Melrose
E.
night Mar.
Sadler,
F.
"
Miss Delia Boone,
Texico
5,800
Miss Ethel Brasher,
Lincoln
. ...2,500 "
Mrs. Harry Patton left Tues
"
Amy
Miss
Anderson,
1,500
Havener ...
day for Santa Fe where she will
"
"
Miss Myrtle McMulIen,
1,000
join her husband for a month or
"
Miss Lucy Wright
Grady
1,200
longer. Mr. Patton is first as"
Miss Jessie Holden.
Enterprise ..!
1,000
sistant United States attorney.
"
Miss Mildred Rork, Sam Bratton will attend to his
1,100
Claud
local law practice during his
"
Miss Bertha Fahsholtz,
.1,100
Hollene.
absence.
i
-

Santa Fe blacksmith shop Monday evening at 4:30 and is at
this writing lingering between
life and death at the Santa Fe
hospital where he was hurried
for an operation. Combs, the
blacksmith, has been unconscious and unable to give his
version of the affair, but Dickens, who was employed as a
blacksmith's helper, says that
he became overbearing
and
grossly insulting.
Unable to
stand it longer and in a fit of
madnesu,
he struck Combs a
violent blow on the ear with a
mechanic's hammer, which felled him on the spot. A hot bar,
which Combs held in his hand
fell on his clothes setting them
on fire, but this was quickly extinguished by Dickers, who immediately surrendered to the
officers.
There was only one
eye witness to the affair. It
was E. W. McFarland, who says
that he was passing the window
of the shop when he heard the
steam hammer strike heavily,
which it wil do when not properly operated. Looking inside
at the open windcw, a distance
of twenty feet, he saw Combs
walk from the steam hammer
andj almost instantly Dickens
siezed the mechanics hammer
struck him. He heard no words
pass between the two. An employe named Slaton was also
near, but says that he did not
see the (blow struck. Dickens
who is a man of about 45 years
of age is confined in the county
jail awaiting the outcome of
the injuries before a charge is
lodged against him. He has a
wife and nine children. Combs
is a powerful map of about the
same age as Dickens and has a
wife and one boy residing here.
He also has a son residing at
Kansas City and a daughter at
San Antonio, who have been
notified. Dickens has retained
Sam Bratton to defend him.

Captain Perry Keown left for
a visit to his home in'Ohio Saturday to be gone for a month.
It is his first visit home in two
years.
Da
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patronize take an interest in your "apparel welfare" and that when
make a suggestion or a complaint it is considered, and that errors
are cheerfully corrected.
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One purchase here and you're a "life member"
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will insist on making all your purchases at our store simply because
know that by doing so you're bound to feel satisfied; that the people
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In tact you will always come back here because that "at home" spirit is
always in the air in our store. What is more pleasing than to go somewhere and make yourself feel quite at home?
The sooner you start the sooner you will consider shopping a pleasure.

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"
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THjS CL0VI3 NEWS
be fflund among ruined homes, but
confessedly there la momentary forget- fulness of the stricken villages when
one looks on the beauty of the fields
which lie between the bouses of des
AND DEVASTATED VILLAGES OF FRANCE olation.
Frignlcourt has been swept from Its
place on the plains. Not one sU.ne
rests upon another here. Waa there
Edward B. Clark Gives a Simple and Uncolored Story of Conditions Justification for this laying waste or
waa It sheer wantonness?
Time per
Responsibility for the Destruction of
As He Found Them
haps will disclose the truth. I wanted
to determine for myself whether or not
Many Fair Places of France One of the Things to Be
the tales constantly told of Incendiar
Day
When
Final
of Reckoning Comes.
Considered
ism were true or untrue. I began to
observe closely and I hit upon a means
of test w hlch I have found that already
bold that the absence of shell holes In the Frenchmen have applied.
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Faremont ' not far from Prlgni(Staff Correnixinclrnt Western Newspaper the walls and the roofs of houses
I nlon.)
standing aloof, and whose Interiors court, and it was destroyed only In
part by artillery fire. A fine highway
Sommeillcs. France. Ag I make a are scorched and blackened ruin
few notes in this plure which once was proves beyond cavil that the fires were runs tnrougb the heart of the village,
a village the set by band. The Germans say that at and It was along this highway that tbe
ground li shaken this place some of the Inhabitant
invading army passed. The houses on
by the
were caught with firearms In their either side of tbe road and Immediately
mitted tremor Ira hands. This plea will probably enter confronting It have all been destroyed
parted to the earth later when all these acts are brought while the houses back of them are In
by the shock of to the bar of man's adjudication.
tact Gunfire from a distance makes
the
guni It la, Hurlon virtually haa disappeared no such fine distinctions. The houses
which are bellow from the face of tbe earth.
along the street were set on fire by
Ing all along the
This village was proud of Its Gothlo hand.
Til battle front from Catholic church of St. Martin, .which
Tbe old church of the village ol
St. Mihlel to the hat stood here for centuries.
The Faremont Is still standing. There la a
forest of Argonne. church Is not beyond repair, but to' shell hole In its tower, and more
Is day It Is literally riddled with shot and breaches In the wall below.
Sommelllei
beyond the pres shell. Within Is an undamaged shriue
Prom Faremont I passed through
ent Indicated of Mary the Virgin, and before It worn Favresses, Blesme and Maurupt-Je-Morange of the big en were praying for the success of the toy. There Is little left or any one ol
rifles, but an ele arms of Prance.
these places to give It the right to be
vation of an Inch
Not far from Hurlon stands the vll called a village. At Blesme there are
or two to the mus-- lage of Olennes, or, again let me say, some curious contrasts.
The lowly
zles of the siege what once was Glennes. This village homes of the villagers all were depieces would re- was destroyed utterly by shell fire, ex stroyed, but close to them an old and
sist In a rain of cept in the cases of a few of the larger beautiful chateau stands unharmed
shells falling on buildings. The church Is badly dam amidst Its trees.
a village, or at least the remnants of aged, but, like tbe sanctuary at Hurlon,
As If by Miracle.
a village which already has had not a It can be restored. I went Into the
At
the bombard'
churchyard at Glennes, drawn thither
rain but a deluge of fire.
ment caused heavy damage to the vll
There Is little chance that any gun I think by a somewhat shadowed form lage
church and churchyard.
In tbe
The shells had fallen
vill be elevated, for the cannoneers of curiosity.
where the shells had fallen
are too much occupied with the multi- thick and fast Into this place where latter,
thick,
Is a stone cross beating
tude of human targots and with the the villagers for centuries have burled upon there
marble front a representasod and
trenches Imme- their dead. The church and cemetery tion ofitsSaint
Veronica's handkerchief,
diately at their front to be willing to are pictures of gray and black desola upon
which, according to the Catholio
waste shots at the
Invisible. tion. Images and monuments are shat belief, waa
Imprinted the face of the
Barely one of
I am here with a French army officer, tered almost to dust.
Capt. Gerard de Gunay, who stands sli the smaller tombstones In the ceme Christ. In curious workmanship, upon
tbe marble handkerchief In tbla ceme
feet three in his military boots and tery Is left untouched. Here, however, tery,
the face of tbe Savior was Inlaid
who looks and Is a soldier. If the one sees the frequent freak of war.
enemy In the trenches, battering away great tomb stands almost In the cen- Almost alone, this cross and thia Christ
uninjured In this
over the hill and the valley at our ter of the churchyard. It dominates stand
acre of God.
front wanted to put this officer out of the scene. All about It trees and head'
Frequently stress has been laid upon
the service with a shell, I doubt If it stones and footstones have been splln
could see him, even if their range find- tered and smashed, and yet tbe great the escape from Injury by shell Are of
tomb stands un marred. Its escape Is representationa of tbe Savior and tbe
ing experts were possessed of
d
Virgin, hla mother. I know, however,
field glasses. The captain Is ar- one of the mysteries of the chances of
rayed In what they call "horizon, blue," war. Within the tomb, as the Inscrip that these escapes are only accidental,
a color which so melts Into the skyline tion tells us, rests the family of Jesson and while It may be pleasant for the
Botlleau. Jesson and his family stilt faithful to believe that Immunity came
thst It becomes a part of It.
to the things tbey hold sacred, It Is
sleep undisturbed.
Ruins Whers Army Passed.
only the part of truth to aay that I
Soldiers' 8epulchers Everywhere.
To this place I have come after a
After leaving Glennes, tbe country have aeen tbe same destruction visited upon crucifix and on shrine that
trip of two days' duration In a
Is nothing but a great graveyard.
military motor through about Soldiers' sepulcbers are everywhere. fell upon other Images and other sanctwenty of the desolated and devastated Single graves are tbe exception. Ger- tuaries of which Christiana take less
account.
'
At Vaubecourt such walls as atlll
rear themselves from tbe ruins are
shaken daily and nightly by tbe thun
der of pounding guns. At least one- "
.
"
half of tbe Vaubecourt villagers have
returned to their blasted dwellings
resdy again to take up life where their
forefathers lived for centuries. These
villagers give no heed to the trembling
of the earth under their feet. The can
non ahot does not disturb their
dreams. Hell came here last fall.
There was terrific fighting at Vaube
court and in the country all about It
and there Is still terrific fighting near
at hand. Tbe village has been bat
tered from its foundations by shell and
shot. When the time comes for an
swering the question of responsibility,
It la probabie that no fine Interrogations will be raised as to whether this
place was swept from the face of the
earth by bombardment or deliberate
lucendlurlsm. Here, the question w ill
ontern Itself with the right of the In
vader to put to death summarily three
French soldiers whom they found In
the village.
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RANCH TRAGEDY

PASTURES TO SUSTAIN EVEN MILK FLOW

OF EARLY DAYS
Victim

Supposed to Have Been
Son of Rich Eastern
Man.

HE WAS TOO POPULAR
Treacherously

Killed by Bullying
Foreman Whose Jealousy Was
Aroused Bullets Removed
From His Revolver.

Watonga, Okla. One part of north
western Oklahoma which is rich In
the mytba of the cowboy days Is the
land to tbe north of the Eagle Chief.
Much of the early lore of romantic
nature has beenslost, but there are a
few
who vividly remember
tbe trials of pioneer life and of the
romances which, like tbe cattle, onca
covered the valley of this small
stream.
ine mecca ror tne cowmen was
tbe frontier town of Caldwell, Kan.
One of the most famous ranches
along the Eagle Chief was the T-Every ranch had Its history, many
of them reading like fiction more than
of the life which these
men of the plains led. Of the
this story will deal.
On a hill overlooking the valley of
the Eagle Chief Is an almoBt forgot
ten grave.
Johnny Potts.
Within the grave lie the remains
of Johnny Potts.
Where he came
from It la not known, but those who
were his friends believed him to be
tbe son of a rich Eastern man.
One Ben Franklin was foreman on
the
ranch. Franklin boasted of
the many men that had fallen at the
point of his gun. Men who worked
under him must obey; they had to
work, for to be obstinate was like
playing with powder over a fire.
About thia time Johnny Potts ap
peared on the
asking for work.
Potts was unknown to them. He dis
played signs that he was well edu
cated and had not been raised In the
rough cow camps of the West. His
work on the T-- was faultless.
He soon became very popular with
the T-- boys, which fact made for
him an everlasting enemy In tbe
person or Franklin.
Many times the
foreman sought a quarrel with Potts
either with the intention or killing
him or to have an excuse or getting
T-- 5

T-- 5

T-- 5

i

f.

.
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Devastated
villages of France which lay in the line
of advance and of retreat of a great
army. In the days to come, when there
is a final reckoning to tlx responsibility for the den tr union of these fair
places of France and for the killing of
more than a few noncombatantB,
there will he a controversy as bitter as
that which has marked the battling
from the Marne. the hlRh point of the
German advance, to the Aisne, where
tt,e (iernum now is entrenched, wliu
tbe Frenchman on the offensive and
striking daily and boldly at bis front.
Included technically within the field
of war operations today is a large part
of Prance. Virtually all tbe scene of
the battle of the Marne Is forbidden
ground to all persons except those who
go with proper credentials.
It Is my intention to take my readers through some of these desolated
places of France; to tell a simple and
uncolored story of their condition to
day as my eyes saw them, and to repeat ocaslonally the words of men and
of women who saw the acts of destruction and who have formed their own
opinion as to the reasons therefor.
One day the truth underlying all this
ravage will be known. The world
probably will continue to withhold its
judgment, but the fart remains that a
score or more of thriving French
have perished Irom the earth
after a manner that seemingly will not
admit of the excuse or the explanation
that It Is simply the result of the acts
of ordinary and
civilized war-

fare.

Was Fired by Incendiaries.
From
where I left
tbe train and took a military motor, I
went first to Hurlon, or ralber to the
place where Hurlon once stood. The
French declare that thin place was
turned by German Incendiaries. Tbey

by War.
mans and Frenchmen alike rest under
the newly sprung .May (lowers In these
Melds of the republic.
Nature is cele
brating its own memorial day and Is
decorating the resting places of the
brave with daisies and dandelions, vio
s
lets,
and the while val
ley lilies.
is a village not far
from (ilennes. In It only a few houses
escaped fire or shot. Into the desola
tion of this place the people are begin
ning to enter. Tbey scattered to the
four parts of France when the storm
broke, but this was their home, and
here few by few they are coming back
ana are seeking the means to build
again their houses as they already, In
me retreat of the enemy, have built
again their hopes.
The mayor of
dwelt
In a handsome house with outlying
grounds closed in by an Iron fence of
nne workmanship.
Today, there is
nothing left of the olllclal home but
Its foundation stones. Shell and fire
took their toll. The outlying sarden
however, seemingly knew nothing of
me rsvage or Dame, it had been
since last autumn, but. nature,
the restorer, today Is making It to bio
som with spring's rare coloring. Wur
showed no favoritism
at Courde-MangeThe houses of the poor and
the house of the rich alike were
swept to swift destruction.
It Is only a few miles from
to Frlgnlcourt, but the Journey is from Desolation to Desolation.
All the way between the villages, howe
ever,
Is a land of beauty. The
pcaHar.ts. following on the heels
of
the French army In its forward movement, are cultivating every possible
patch of ground, leaving untouched
nothing but the graves or :rend and
foe. The grace of enjovment t not to
forget-me-not-

s

s

th-r-

Were Shot as 8ples.
The cure of Vaubecourt, a priest
who stayed loyally at his post, told
me that tbe French soldiers were in
uniform and in advance of the enemy's
linni and that therefore they could not
have been spies. The Germans, however, have said that these soldiers
were Hplen and It was ou this ground
they shot them.
The prleKl of Vaubecourt has gath
ered a part of bis flock together ones
more. He is I'Abbe I'errenot. He was
sentenced to be shot by the order ol
the commanding ofilcer of the invad
ing army. He added that this ofilcer
was a good deal of a brute but that
hie immediate junior In command was
soldier and a gentleman. The Junior,
he said, secured his release. So one
hei.rs the stories and so one may or
may not pass judgment ss he will.
As things are, however, the village
of Vaubecourt as a village of homes
nd bouses Is no more, but the people
re coming back to find the May sun
shining on the ruins and showing forth
the ravages of a storm that has passed
on a little way and which now vexes
priest and villager only with Its noise.
Much more has been heard In Amer-of the destruction of the villages
of llelglum than of those of France. 1
had no conception of the ruin that had
been wrought by artillery and by fire
In this part of the French republic
hlch lies under the shadow of the Ar
gonne forest and not only within
sound but within range of some of the
heavy guns as they play hourly today
along the banks of the Aisne, the
Meuse and the Orne. 1 visited a doicn
places other than those of which I
have written and the story of the desolation virtually Is the same. It Is a
hard sight to look upon and a hard
story to write. I turn from the last
blackened picture while the mar of
the dlHtunt guns reminds me that
these scenes elsewhere. If fate so wills,
c opRrted In all their horror.
bv li
a

Station.

Field of Red Top and Timothy at New Jersey Experiment

peas for soiling purposes during tbe
The time when dairy cattle caa b summer, harvesting as much or each
turned out In the summer to shift for crop green as was necessary to balthemselves has passed. Under tbe best ance up tbe ' deficiency or pastur
conditions, the abundance of pasture grass.
grass la certain to decrease after the
The corn ensilage has the advantage-omiddle of July, and Its quality also de
being at hand in case the drought
teriorates.
comes unusually early In the season,
To sustain an even flow of milk we when It Is difficult to get soiling crop
must be prepared to supply additional to growing Heavily enough. Corn la
food. A milk flow, allowed to decrease both the best grain and soiling crop.
at this time, cannot be fully regained
Thia fact haa boen a stumbling block '
until tbe cow again freshens.
to many farmers. In trying to save)
The cow that Is giving milk, and grain and ensilage for winter feeding;
tbe growing heirer, sutler a severe they have allowed many dollars to
shock, from which they are slow to slip through their hands by underrecover ir compelled to fight flies and feeding in tbe summer.
exist on semlstarvation rations, In a
The same holds good when clover
drought-strickepasture.
and alfalfa are saved for bay, when
Many dairy farmers make the mis
the cattle are suffering for succulent
take or allowing the cowa to shrink In food. In no way can we realise)
their flow ot milk, before beginning to greater feeding value from these crop
reed the supplemental feeds.
than by cutting and feeding them
Supplying these as soon as the pss green.
ture begins to fall, makes tbe change
It Is the height of roily to saw
more gradual and insures an even,
and alfalfa for hay and allow
clover
steady thrift of the cows, which Is so
It to lose feeding value from rain and
essential to sustaining a large flow or beat
before feeding It to the cows, II
milk.
tbey are suffering In a parched pasAnother very common mistake made ture
for want or this kind or rood.
by many dairy farmers la that or feed
It Is common to see a herd or dairy
ing a heavy grain ration to the cows
when a bare pasture Is their sole sup- cattle In tbe late summer stamping-duspasture, fighting;
from a drled-uply or rough rood. Such roughage is
neither palatable nor abundant enough flies, and vainly endeavoring to break:
through a tenoe which holds tbem one
to produce good results.
On the modern dairy farm where of a luxuriant field of corn that
corn, clover and alfalfa thrive, It la flaunts its prodigious wealth or dark
unnecessary to plan an extensive and green foliage before them.
It Is a penny wise and pound foolish)
complicated system of forage crops to
policy to allow cows to fall away Id
supplement the pastures.
The supply may be obtained by hold the milk yield and condition, when
ing over enHtlageor by cutting clover few rows of rankly growing corn
and alfalfa, and feeding them green would keep them In good condition.
It Is true that when corn is cut
In liberal quantities.
Oats, peas, rye, bsrley and various green It hss less feeding value thaa
other crops, may be specially growu when It is mature, but the ripened
for summer reeds, but none of these stalk and leaves are largely wasted aa
crops will yield as much food as corn, much of tbe crop Is harvested.
clover, alfalfa and oats and peas that
When cut and fed green there is
are raised In the regular crop rota scarcely any waste, ror the whole
tion.
stalk, leaves and grain are eaten.
Tbe only real advantage or grow
While corn in Its roastlng-eastag
ing the former feeds lies In the fact haa leas total nourishment than tht
that they may be sometimes raised on whole plant when matured, yet when
land not used ror growing the crops cut at this time It will actually give
In the regular rotation.
better results than when husked from
I believe It Is generally unwise to the standing stalk and fed later after
practice a complicated system of the cattle have fallen away In their
growing catch crops, when It Is pos- milk yield and fleth condition.
sible to obtain equally good results
More than
of the
from the green" feed supplied by the condition or dairy rattle during tbe
regular field crops.
winter can be traced to a decline la
In actual practice I have depended condition before they go into winter
chiefly upon corn, oats and clover and quarters In the fall.
(By W. M. KEIXT.)
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TO OBTAIN A GOOD

AUGUST SEEDING IS
STAND OF CLOVER
BEST FOR ALFALFA

Was Covering the Foreman.

him discharged. The cowboys, know- Ing the dungerous nature or Franklin,
warned Potts to be careful.
A few weeks later Franklin met
Potts at a place In Caldwell. Frank
lln started to draw his revolver but
before his hand hnd hardly reached
the holster Potts had drawn his re
volver and was covering the foreman.
Instead of shooting Franklin he took
the gun, extracted the shells, handed
the gun back to Its owner and told
Franklin to go back to the ranch and
milk the cows. Although frustrated
In his attempt on Potts' life, hi
wounded pride demanded revenge.
Victim of Treachery.
About two weeks later a dance was
held at the T-- ranch.
Girls from
Caldwell came as invited guests
While the dance waa In full progress
visitor at the ranch came to Potts
asking hltn ror the loan or his revolver to shoot a coyote that was
about to stampede the horses. The
revolver was returned to tbe owner
soon afterward. Potts did not ex
amine the gun to see whether or not
the other shells had been exploded.
Luter in the evening Franklin and
Potts met. The former started a
quarrel. Franklin drew bis gun but
before he could Are Potts' revolver
snapped twice In the face of the fore
man. Franklin fired and Potts fell
dead. Someone had extracted tbe
shells from his gun.
Franklin later escaped from the
dance hall and drifted to Montana.
Potts' body lies today on the hill
top overlooking the silent stream of
the Eagle Chief.
Ills grave Is unmarked.
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Result of Experiments

tility Reduces Yield.
Observations Indicate that failure
a successful stand of clover
a number or different cuuses,
any one or any combination or which
may react very unfavorably to its
growth. The primary causes ot clover
failure appear to bu due to depletion
or the humus content of the soli and
soil "acidity. Clover will not succeed
on poorly drained soil.
I.uek of fer
tility reduces the yield In some sec
lions. In the spring grain sections
thet nurse crop should be seeded from
f
to
the usual rate,
When a full seeding of the nurse
crop is made, and this Is especially
true or oats, the greater portion of
the soil moisture Is usf-- by the grain,
The clover plants thus become weak- ened and when the grain Is cut they
are killed by the hot sun before they
have time to recover.
Alsike clover does well on soil
which will no longer grow red clover.
and where moisture Is sufficient It Is
recommended that alslkn be planted.
Sweet clover or soy beans are very
good soli renovators, and they may replace red clover In the rotations until
the soil la In such condition that red
clover will succeed.
(o obtain
Is due to

one-hal-

two-third- s

Made by

Virginia Experiment

tionSeed

Sta-

It Alone.

A report has been received by
the
department of agriculture of the results or experiments made by the Vir-

ginia station, In co operation with the
department, with alfalfa. The report
shows that August seeding Is prefer
able to spring seeding. Liming Is
necessary, even on llmetone soils.
Acid phosphate and baslo slag have
given the most marked results on
or any commercial fertiliser, especially when uaed In connection with
a liberal application of stable msnure.
At Williamsburg. In tide water,
plat seeded In September and
with 10 tons or manure and 400
pounds acid phosphate per acre yielded at the rate or six tons per acre In
the following year, as against two
tons 3fi pounds without fertilisers.
At Staunton, In the Shenandoah val-lealfalfa fertilized with 1K
i
stable manure, alone yielded six tons
per acre In 19U Bnd J 14 tons
the first
jutting In 1914. The use or Inoculating soil Is strongly rerommenrin.l
t
any other method. Pure
cultures are
"'"I", but practicable Suby

usu-all-

rertl-Use-

stitute.

The experiments nn

ri.

Ing, using from 10 to
30 nounri.
' '.T.6 VCry ,I,M9 d"Tpnee

j

n.r
n

. Test Seed Grsln.
light and heavy seedlngs.
The buslneis farmer of today tests a good seedbed 15 pounds should On
be
his seed rfraln. In farming, aa In sufficient. A comt,ri- every other business, elements of wded alone
with airalfa seeded with
chance are being removed as fully aa
r c,0Tfir
that
possible.
u i?,f:nl" to

Must Get Broth Elsewhere,
Astoria, N. Y. Because John J. Wil
Appetite for Mutton.
One. thing which oppones the de
son made such a fuss about his wife's
Inability to make Scotch broth and velopment or an appetite for mutton
Scotch stew, Mrs. Wilson has been la our Ignorance of the brat meth
granted a year's separation from him. ods o' co;
It

ntM

it .1

Weaning Young pigs.

1 IRS can be wonno,i
in growth, but not nn

--

i,
"""III

v
vUWB
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Jhey must have good, rich protein.

'P

and a moderate amm:nt of corn.
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CAPITAL AFFAIRS

WILL BE YOUNGEST EMPRESS

Washington One of Brightest Spots in the World

Arcbducbesi Zlta, when Archduke
Karl Frant Josef tucceeda to the
will be
throne of
the youngest empress recorded In very
many years, for she was only twenty
three years old on May 9, 1915. Tbls
fact Is pleasing to the Austrians, and
especially to the Viennese, only the
oldest of whom recall Empress Elizabeth In ber fresh beauty when she
came to them as Emperor Frang
Josefs bride. Archduchess Zlta bas
much to commend ber to popularity,
winning per
She baa Intelligence,
sonality, and, above all, the ability to
make herself Unloved. The chief charm
of ber face is ber splendid eyes, Italian
In their power of changeful expres
sion. Her hair ts brown, with golden
lights.
Her birthplace was Villa della
Planore, near Vlaregglo, and her on
usual name Is of Tuscan origin. In
honor of Zlta of Monte Segrato,
whose body lies In the church of San
Tradlano at Lucca, and who was made a saint by Pope Nicholas III. Part
of ber childhood spent in Italy, the princess learned Italian; descended from
the bourbon kings of France, French is as ber native tongue; English she
perfected In tbe Isle of Wight

cities, not
ASHINGTON. The national capital Is one of the
only In tbe United 8tatea, but In tbe world. This Is the verdict of experts on municipal lighting after viewing tbe principal systems of the world.
There are no statistics to advance in
support of tbe fact, but It ts a fact,
dis durc
nevertheless, declare the men who are
paid to know.
(3 LIT UP
But Washington Is not a perfectly
TOO VVEU
lighted city by a long way and defects
steadily are being
In the system
remedied, miles of additional lighting
facilities being Installed yearly. Municipal authorities here are convinced that there is a close relation
between lack of proper lighting and
crime, and efforts now are being made
to give better Illumination to tbe hundreds of alleys, where many of the
local crimes occur. The alleys constitute the weak point of the lighting
system of tbe national capital. Most of them are not lighted at all, and the
few remaining ones are poorly Illuminated.
Washington has a total of 17,335 lamps, of which 10,187 are mantle gas
lamps and tbe others electric ones. Of the
electric incandescent lamps there are 1,786, but this number rapidly is being Increased.
The
Incandescent lamp Is very common, 3,162 being In use.
Sixty-fou- r
r
Nernst lamps are In operation.
Tbe electric arc lights formerly were very common, but now are being
supplanted by the Incandescent ones. The arcs still used are the 6
magnetite,
multiple Inclosed, and tbe 6.
series Inclosed, tbe
magnetite.
and the
During tbe past fiscal year the lighting system was extended to nine
additional miles of streets, 662 new lamps being Installed. Tbls summer work
Incandescent lamps
will be commenced on the Installation of
In Seventh street northwest, between Mount Vernon place and 1) street
This type of lamps already has been Installed In Seventh street south of
Mount Vernon place.

Austria-Hungar-

"DAN MAC" OF MAINE
When tbe next session of congress
opens, Daniel McOllllcuddy of Maine
will be a member of the Important
ways and means committee of tbe
bouse.

Hie Status.
The Height of Atrocity.
"I see tbe Germans are using gas
"That basebaU player la an ogT
Instead of shot and shell," said Hark-awa- mug."
"Could'anythlng be more atro"He isn't He's a pitcher."
cious
"Oh, yes," said Dingleberry.
"It
Tan smiles for a nickel. Always boy
would be more atrocious It after us- Croes Bag Blue; bavs beautiful,
ing the gas they should fire a volley white clothes. Adv.
of gas bills at their victims labeled
Better be taken by surprise than by
'Please remit.' "
the police.
Love Is one ot the few things that
Is never displayed on a bargain counIf you never begin a task yoal
ter.
never finish it.

best-lighte-

four-glowe-

How Uncle Sam Is Giving Aid to Berry Growers

The popularity of "Dan Mac,"

as bis friends call htm, In his congressional district has been proved repeatedly, and his political opponenta
have a wholesome respect for bis ability and courage.
Some years ago Congressman McOllllcuddy was trying a case In tbe
:
Androscoggin county court house In
Auburn, across the river from his
borne In Lewlston. Tbe Jury was being Impaneled. As tbe name of one
of them was called and as be stepped
up to the bar of tbe court, Dan Mao
leaned over to bis associate and whispered: "I don't like the cut of his Jib.
He's got a bad face. Tbe Almighty
puts a face on a man for the same
reason that man puts a face on a
clock to Indicate what Is going on Inside of him. Challenge him," and tbe
Juryman was rejected. Applying Dan Mac's rule of physiognomy to himself,
courageous, vigor
one would bave to conclude that be was an
ous man who would render a verdict on the facta presented In any case that

r

J

What

1

markets of the department of agriculture is beginning this
a work that alms eventually to place the scattered berry growers in
the various berry producing sections of the country In as favorable a position
Tor entering the markets as that occupied by the great and wealthy private shipping associations that deal
with other fruit crops, notably or-

rHB

office of

anges.
The function assumed by tbe of-je of markets ts virtually that of a
shearing bouse of market Information
for the benefit of tbe various large
and small berry shipping associations
of tbe country, who have heretofore
bad to guess or gamble on market
conditions and their changes. Ar
rangements have been made for sending to Washington by telegraph information 'on the movement of car lots of berries from Important shipping
points, their destinations and the changes of destination, if any. Wltb the
northward advance of the berry season tbese messages are arriving at the
agricultural department In Increasing numbers.
At the same time other correspondents of the office In the consuming
markets are wiring Information as to arrivals of car lots of berries In their
territories, and market prices. The office of markets briefly summarises tbe
be sat In Judgment upon.
Rut when It comes to politics McGlllicuddy Is a strong partisan. He Is Information from both sources and telegraphs It collect to all shipping assonot thought the less of because of this. Indeed, It Is and has been for years ciations desiring to receive it. When this service is built up, for the price
of a short telegram dally the Individual shippers and shipping associations
one of bis strong points.
He bas given his opponents many hard blows and bas received in re' may receive Information that Is obtained by the big fruit shipping associaturn bis share of bard knocks from the other side, but Dan Mac seems to tions only at the cost of thousands of dollars for salaries In numerous cities.
They may keep intelligently Informed, by tbe service, of conditions In combave thrived on the strenuous political life of the Pine Tree state.
peting areas and tbe common markets.
A large part of the Information being gathered by the office of markets
ts secured on a
basis. Information as to the starting and routMAGNATE OF ARGENTINA
ing of car lots of berries is supplied by station agents and shipping associations, and Information as to to market conditions, by persons In the principal
Among the delegates to the Pan- - markets who are most Interested In the strawberry "deal."
in
American financial conference
Washington was Samuel Hale Pear
Bug" Solves White House Mystery
son, the greatest capitalist of South
America, who represented the Argen
speckled-backetine Republic.
beetle laid bare tbe mystery of tbe
DISCOVERY of a small
Mr. Pearson has had a highly In
red room. Of a species doubtful, It Is believed the Insect
teresting career. He was born In was brought to the White House In the tobacco of cigarette smokers, although
Uuenos Aires in 1867, and was edu
experts at the bureau of entomology
cated at the Salvador college there
ot the department of agriculture gave
and the Polytechnlcal school of New
lt ss jhelr opinion, after the Insect
Tork. He gained an extensive com
was' described to them over the telemerclal experience In his travels, and
phone, that is was a dermes'tes beetfe.
in 1890 he Joined the banking firm of
For months servants around the
Samuel B. Hale ft Co., Buenos Aires,
White House were mystified by the
by
which was founded
his grandfather
peculiar behavior of the chairs and
In 1833. He has taken a leading part
sofas In tbe red room, but kept tbe
in the Industrial development of bis
mystery to themselves.
The cushcountry and has earned an enviable
ions on tbese chairs and sofas apreputation and Inspired the confidence
peared to be victims of a curs for
of all of his coontrymen, as well as
obesity. Week after week they seemed
the fading business men throughout to grow flatter in appearance. The stuffing of the cushions was disappeartbe world, by his straightforward ing, although never a sign was there as to where it was going. There was
dealings and remarkable business not a break In the velvet on top or In the burlap beneath.
ss
ability. Mr. Pearson bas a direct con
As the mystery grew, embarrassments accumulated, for visitors, some
trol over billions of dollars Invested In 8outh America and has recently been of them rather distinguished, would Insist on sitting down on the chairs and
appointed director of the Bank of tbe Argentine Republic by the President sinking further than they bad calculated on doing. The president himself
Is said to have oat down on one of tbe sofas, and to bave Immediately taken
and tbe senate.
to bis feet again with the pained expres&lon of one who bad been deceived.
That, It Is said, decided the servants that something more radical was
A local furniture dealer was sent for, and the mystery laid before
needed.
KING ALBERT AS A REPORTER
htm. With the air of a man who was wise, be tore open one of tbe cushions,
and, sure enough, there was Mr. Rug.
'He Just dotes on hair stuffing." remarked the furniture man, "though.
Most people know of King Ahe's called the cigarette bug."
lbert's love of literature, but few are
But still remaining to be solved Is tbe question: "Whose cigarettes were
aware that some time ago his desire
responsible for the bug Invasion?"
for knowledge prompted htm to beThe president does not smoke.
come a newspaper correspondent.
When prince of the Belgians he traveled Incognito through France, AusTourists Can No Longer
Towels
tria. Great Britain, America and Scandinavia as a reporter. In this way be
was able to study the commercial adbill In the big treasury department had been running Inta awful
rllK towel The
vantages of other countries, as well
towels did not stay put. Doxens were swiped every day.
The clerks, many of whom are women, were suspected at first, but they
as to broaden his views and educate
1
Indignantly protested Innocence, and
ills mind.
the charge could not be proved. Then
The royal reporter worked dilipocketing
gently at the profession he adopted.
visitors were detected
towels. Tourists, by reason, of tbe
He was employed by a Minneapolis
newspaper at a salary of $15 a week.
central location of the treasury and
of the Interest to sightseers, visit the
His employers were unsware of his
treasury In larger numbers than any
Identity, and when sent out on an
other building. It Is now believed that
assignment and he returned wltb a
they hare been taking the towels
poor "copy," be was as badly hauled
conspicuously marked as belonging to
over tbe coals as were his less aristhe department
for souvenirs. By
tocratic colleagues.
way of meeting this drain upon the
While serving on a Brooklyn
public purse he treasury department
newsDaoer Prince Albert endeavored
drying. Tbe device Is at once simple and
to obtain entry into a house where a murder bad taken place. He was has Installed a system of bot-at- r
reporter sufficient. The
machine Is covered by a hood Into which the
stopped by a policeman, who demanded his card. Tbe
did not happen to bave one and, of course, tbe representative of the law washed and still damp hand Is placed, while the owner of the hand places
roughly ordered him off. A rival reporter, who noticed the Incident, aaked bis foot upon a small pedal nesr the floor. A soft whirring sound follows
:
"Do you know that the man you were speaking to was and tbe erperimenter'a fingers, palms and wrists, undergo the sensation of
thtj
r
stands like a clergyprince or the Belgians?" "Well," answered the unenlightened policeman, having ben caught in a Kansas tephyr. The
"Mr. Prince should bave shown me his card, for I've never heard of that man pronouncing a benediction for the space ot ten seconds. Then be withdraws bis bsnds, and, after rubbing them together, finds them perfectly dry.
paper.
fl
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BIG REWARD

FOR INVENTIONS

British Government Is Encouraging
Ideas Tending to Improve Development of Army Equipment

ft1

Steal Treasury

"

?

d

band-dryin-

polu-emaa-

hand-drye-

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

They est
oniui, ijirao, unneceeeaiy. inf"",
CARTER'S LITTLE
That there are handsome rewards
l s
for those who are able to devise Im- LIVER PILLS
Purely
vegetable.
Act.
provements in guns and machinery is geutir on the Unr, 7
OTDt
shown in sums that have been paid In eliminate Due, end
VII 5 ITTLI II
oothe the delicetey r
III
fees to Inventors at army ordnance membrane of tbe
factories for tbe year ending March, bowel.
CMiliMllea,
4,000, for In- SlIlMHMa, Vjr
1914.
No less than
Sirk H..i. SJr
stance, was paid to Col. C. L. Holden, ache
aaS letlleettea. as BllUea kaew.
lata superintendent of (he. royal gun SMALL riU, SMALL DOSE, SMALL WOS,
and carriage factories, for various inGenuine must bear Signature
ventions and improvements connected
with ordnance mountings, machine
tools, etc., in addition to 500 paid on
2,860 was
another account; while
paid to Mr. W. T. Thomson, chemist
and manager, at different times, ot the
Royal Gunpowder factory, for Improvements In the manufacture of nitrocellulose and accompanying apparatus,
1,150.
in addition to a previous
250 to
Smaller amounts, such as
Mr. W. H. Turton, manager of the
SJMtaTeWlkssi
Royal Qun factory, for Improved machines for tbe manufacture of ord100 to Mr. W. Lambert for a
nance;
1!
26
process for testing steel bullets;
and
H.P.
25
Starttr.
each to William Rogers and B. F. Pul-la- r Oreateet bill film ber)
MtaK nllaa en I raUoa)
and Improved (aaoline. 10,000 mllea oa one aet of Urea.
w
for
ao Mohair lop, I0S toe
ooa
Hpeedometer,
art
tools for use at the Royal Carriage wheel baae, woo or wire
vheele, SixStt Inch
20 to Assistant llree. welfht l.ftJO pound. SHZ aaS UilUUI
department, and
Foreman S. Capon, Royal Oun Factory tlitrltetan tor Catenae ate MeiUS Sal freeze
forges, for improved muffle for use in The Colorado Cartercar Co.
I Denver, Colored
1636 Braaaway
forges, have also been paid.
. Cut otK cathartics and ponratlvea.
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LIVE AGENTS WANTED

open-minde-

"Cigarette

Castorla

ASTORIA Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drop
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other Narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
For more than thirty years it
destroys Worms and allays Feverishness.
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
Colic, all Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach
and Bowels, assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been In use for over
80 years, has borne the signature of Chan. II. Fletcher, and has been made under
nis personal supervision since iu miancy. aiiow no one ra ueceive yuu m tiua.
are but Experiments that
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
tritie with and endanger the heaitn or inranu ana
Children Experience against Experiment.
Genuine Cmtori a always bears the signature of '

HANDS

LIKE VELVET

Kept 8o by Dally Use of Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment Trial Free.
On retiring soak hands In hot Cutlcura soapsuds, dry and rub the Ointment into the hands some minutes.
Wear bandage or old gloves during
night This is a "one nlgbt treat,

ment for red, rough, chapped and
sore hands." It works wonders.
Sample each free by mall with
Skin Book. Address Cutlcura, Dept
XT, Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
S2--

Aviators' Safety Parachutes.
The energies of practically all the
Inventors of parachutes for airmen
have been directed towards tbe development of a device for the airman
alone, the aeroplane Itself being allowed to drop to earth unhindered.
Parachutes for the whole aeroplane
n"5ve Just been designed by a French
Inventor. Two folded paracfrntes.con-talneIn cone'snaped receptacles" are
attached to the wings as near the ends
as possible. By means of a simple
m'echanlsm, operated by the movement
of a small hand lever, these parachutes are pushed out of tbe containers, after which they are claimed to
open freely, no matter In what manner the aeroplane may be falling. All
the airman has to do Is to hang on to
the aeroplane.

WILL RENT
Ml

Y

PIANO

n
to
private party and
give privilege of buying later It
suited and applying rent oa price,
or will sell now to responsible party
at special price on easy monthly or

quarterly terms. If interested write
me at once, address "PIANO ear
Bon Iftll, WESTERN NEWS.
PAPER UNION, Deaver, Colo.

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly

growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injure the finest fabric Fot
laundry purpoaes it ass as equal. It as,
pscksielDc. 3 more itarch for saaaa ssoaey,
DEFIANCE STARCH CO, Oeaalua Nebraska
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N0YITA IIEALTU GUH3

especially prepared for tbe taJoe
station ot suffering women. It folly a
plains
the
causes, symptoms sad tisslinsal
Varying Estimates.
"I put my reliance in the wisdom ot of diseases pecnlar to their wx. Tale
Til riable booklet wt'l be mailed free et
the plain people." said Senator Sor- charge opoa request.
NCV1TA COMMX.
ghum.
Suits 210 Jaceksea Diss Denver, f ittrsss
"But suppose tbe plain people do
not happen to agree with you?"
WHEN YOU THIHX
"Then I refuse to be Influenced by
the thoughtless crowd."
Then write to ue tor oatetesm
AMIRICAN FLAO) Mr.. CO.. Beaton.
VOIR OW DRt'UfllST WILL Tr.I.I. TOB
Try Murine M'e tUmear ftir R4, Week. W.t.ry
No
A booklet

FUGS

Think of Factory Prloo
S.

tm m4 Ur.bal.UKl areUa.:
Hm.rUnf
Writ. fo. Book ot lit. are
Itul Br. comfort.
Marin. Mj. iumtxlr Ce Chioee

r.

PATENTS

Tllt-f'-

m

When a woman plans to do anything IIEAI.THV, eob.r. r.lt.bl. man. 41,
poa
dr.irr. pl.c. At., onrtHr, aeet. .la.
out of the beaten path she always trlyyrm.,p.opl.
W. Cho.. Cbaa,
U.nnlnr.r.
wonders what the neighbors will say
about It.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
24-19-15.
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Gut the Cost of Living!
A plate of hot biscuits or muffins, a
fresh, home-bake- d
cake, a loaf of brown
or
rescues any meal from the
commonplace, and more expensive things
are never missed.
nut-brea-d,

J

With K C, the double acting baking
powder, good results are doubly certain.
Thtre's economy too, in the cost of K C

.The Clovis News
The News Printing Company
Publishers.

The new auto speed ordinance
fills a loner felt want. Now for
its enforcement before someone
is killed.

PROFESSIONAL

THIS IS YOUR

W. A. Gillenwater

Excursions

BANK I

LAWYER
New Mexico.

Saturday was the warmest day
of the year, the mercury in the Clovis,
Entered at the post office at government theremometer at
Clovis, N. M. as second class Barry's store going up to 103.
matter under the act of March

4th of July

.

The Santa Fe will have on sale
July 3, 4 and 5. tickets from Clovis to stations in Texas and
fare for the
the Pecos Valley at rate of one and
July
6th.
until
return
round trip. Good for

v.

TERMS

OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00
50c

One Year
6ix Months

Going up! says the mercury,
likewise the moisture.

"Bill" Bryan has two staunch
deciples here in the persons of
C. V. Steed and J. E. Pardue.
If Billy only knew that.

as certain that
July celebraof
fourth
the big
wi be
Clovis
in
held
be
to
tion
a success as we are that the
sympathies of Captain Blumlein
are in favor of the Germans.
We are now

11

This week's issue of

the News

of
contains a write-uand of Melrose
special representative,
Shepard. Other sections
county will come in for
mention soon.
p

Texico-Farwe-

ll

by our

J.

H.

of the
special

turned out to atconcert Saturday
band
the
tend
night and watch the dancing
Many people

L. R. CONARTY,

A negro who was selling maniAttorneys at Law
curing sets at exceedingly low
Office in Worley Bldg.
prices was arrested by city
Opposite Postoffie
marshal Irvine Saturday and
Roc.ns 4 and 5.
taken to the Texas line where
New Mexico.
Amarillo
Clovis,
he was delivered to the
appeared
negro
The
authorities.
at the residences selling fine sets
at a small per cent of their
value. This aroused suspicion
Physician and Surgeon
and Irvine was informed. He
Office in Jackson Bldg.
called at the Reidoria Hotel and
Opposite Postoffice
was told that a traveling man
had such sets and had left for Office Phone 231 Residence 269
The Amarillo au
Amarillo.
thorities were communicated
with and the marshal advised
E. M.
that the articles were stolen
DENTIST
from a hotel there.
' Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
There is no "forced sale" in
New Mexico.
Clovis,
my department. I am in busi
ness at the same location and
expect to remain there.
Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne.

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
It is your friend.
It is for your convenience.
It will help you save.
It will care for your savings

Dr.J.B.Westerfield

It will pay you interest on
them.
It will give you expert advice when you are perplexed. .
The advice it gives you will
be sound.
It will be your friend in
prosperity.
It will assist you to avoid
or overcome adversity.

Chapman

ir'

J

J.I

I

Jill I

n

m-

i-

Physician St Surgeon

"7

owned and ridden by
Notice of Sale
Captain DeBerry and the thormany
gaits
WHEREAS,
the District Court
with
oughbred horse
owned and ridden by a citizen of Curry County, New Mexico,
on the 29th. day of March, 1915,
of Farwell.
against
judgment
rendered
The News advertisers are Joseph J. Jeter and Eva Jeter
getting the results of a greatly and H. J. Adams and Mrs. L. C.
increased circulation as a result Adams in the sum of Two Hun
Dollars, toof our subscription campaign, dred and Thirty-twwhich has been a great success gether with interest on the lame
and the price of advertising at the rate of 12 per cent per
space has not advanced as yet. annum from Oct. 30th. 1909, to
Now is the time to take advan March 29th., 1915, with Ten per
tage of the low rate in the best cent additional on the sum of
advertising medium in this sec- said principal and interest as an
Attorney's fee (less $172.00)
tion of the state.
with cost of said suit,
Reports from all over the and the court further decrees
country indicates that there will that said judgment bear interest
be a record breaking crowd here at the rate of 12 per cent per
for the 4th. of July celebration annum, in a foreclosure suit
which will be held on the 5th against them by C. F. Doughton,
for the reason that the 4th being Cause No. 802 in said
Several Court, and the Court in said
comes o n Sunday.
places over the county will cele- judgment and decree ordered
brate on Saturday in order to and decreed that the property of
give them an opportunity to at- the said defendants hereinafter
described be sold according to
tend the celebration in Clovis.
law to satisfy said judgment, and
Interest in the great national the E. H. Robinson is and was
game of base ball is lagging. by the court, appointed Special
The Master to advertise and sell said
The reason is apparent.
exposure made by the federal property according to law.
NOW THEREFORE. Notice
league of efforts to commercialize the giime, has deprived it of is hereby given that I, ,the unthe spirit of the sport. There is dersigned Special Master, will
only one big league team in the on Monday, Aupust 2nd, 1915
country today that is paying at the hour of Ten O'clock in
The high tht forenoon, at the font door
more than expenses.
salaried players will get less o f the Curry County Court
House, in Clovis, N. M., cell at
hereafter.
public auction, to the highest
The News big subscription bidder for cash, the following
campaign is certainly a success described property, towit; The
Northeast
of
to date, which further substanti East
ates the old saying that those Quarter of Section 19, Townwho try will succeed. It was a ship 5 North, Runge 31 East, in
big undertaking to give away Curry County, New Mexico, to
$800.00 in cash and valuable satisfy said judgment and all
prizes in a contest of less than a costs and Attorney's fees.
WITNESS my hand this 2lst.
month's duration and not come
out loser, but we are going to day of June, 1915.
E. H. Robinson,
win. New subscribers and reSpecial Master.
newals are coming in at the rale
June 25, July 2. 9, 10.
of ten to twenty a day.
horse

way.
It is the ONLY way.
It is the way of ALL

D. L. Connell, M. D.

Oil and Gasoline Stoves.
frigerators.
Phone 72.
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Half section of land in Field
neighborhood, $1,100.
J

Money! Money!

quarter seetion land in
east of Claud. For
belt,
wheat
quick sale, $750.

We want your farm

Good half section land near
For quick sale $1500
Claud.

.

loans. Can handle
them on short notice.
See us

at once!

R. R. DUNCAN

LAND LAWYER

DENT13T
Opposite ?. O.
Phone 89.
CLOVIS,
NEW MBX

If you expect difficulty

THE
NATIONAL

Physician & Surgeon

Ovar llaara Pharmacy
Offlc. Phon. ICS. Raaid.no. PhaM L

BANK

Clovis,

D. D.

Swearingin

-

CLOVIS,
S. A. JONES,

New Mex.

-

of th. Arm of Dra. Frmluy A Swawlniln
of Roawell

DR. II. R. GIBSON

--

of women.

patients examined free

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
(Jlovis.
2

Walker's Market
for all kinds of

Meats and Produce
123.

Phone

y

123.

NEW MEXICO

Several good bungalow houses
to sell on easy payments. We
also have a list of city property
to exchange for lands.
Trade: 4 room residence,
two lots, cistern, dugout, etc.
Cost $1250 and worth $1000.
$250 inc to trade for suburban
dwelling in Clovis.
Bargain: First $400.00 ta.
good quarter deedsd land, one
half S. snd 13 mi V. of Clovis.
Trade: Good 4 room house,
close in for good deeded quarter.

Curren Agency

juLuaiajati ffTTT1g?WflrT"'J'

PLOWING!

(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors

bery and Flowers.
W.

residence house, close
electric lights.
Very desirable location. Price
$1150.
$300 down, balance on
easy payments.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

38 years experience.
F. M. MOORE
F. MOORE
Local solicitors.

WELL

Phone

i jut"

All kinds of Trees Shrub-

Treats all dteeases both acute
and chronic. Special attention

1--

ni

Tr'!--"'- !

WORK

iii

G

prepared for drilling and
all kinds of well repair work.
See me for prices.
W. F. BRASWELL
5 Miles Southeast of Clovis.
I am

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

i milium i mint rTWFirrf"Twl',,,1laTaTMFM'ML'M

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38.

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

THE GLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
DIRECTORS:
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J. C. NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL,

i

with

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN.

Ottawa Star Nurseries

Osteopath

Office 103

rr

land

cattle adjoining.

in, plastered,

PLOWING!

Plumbing, Repair prompt and
Phone 72.

and Throat and Fitting Glasses.

Deeded section
good range for
$2800

President

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pre..
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

will be in Clovis from the 15th satisfactory.
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose

given to diseases

in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

FIRST

Special attention to disease of
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.

Good

Good

The
Union Mortgage Co.

suc-

Arthur E. Curren

DR. A. L. DILLON

Prichard, Exaulted Ruler.

F. B. Herod, Secretary.

r

i

Office Phone 146. Res Phone S26

8

O.

Re-

OFFICE IN ELKS HOME

Office

Lodj?

Real Estate Bargains
r

o

er

A. J. Rodes.

Dress Goods.

cessful men.
Make it YOUR way.

Physician & Surgeon

Clovis

up-to-da- te

It is the most convenient

Office Opposite Postoffice

Agent.

Garden and Field seeds now
B. P. O. Elks
in, and a fine lot they are.
When you need seeds of any
No. 1244
kind, get them at Clovis Creamery and Produce Co. and save
money.
Meets at Elks Home every 2nd
and 4th Wednesday nights. VisMany kinds of
iting members cordially invited.

Keep your money in YOUR
bank and pay your bills
by check.
t
It is the modern way.
It is the safe way.

Dr. J. R. Haney

Hoes, Rakes and garden tools.
Phone 72. We deliver.

nofaainn

one-thir- d

Reese & Pardue

S. 1879.

akna

h

W. H. DUCKWORTH,

L. H. SANDERS

1

Texico-Farwe-

J.

,

ll

Shcpard)
The Clovis News representative
accepted a place in C. W. Harri-aon'(By

LL

after

Maxwell 87 Monday

noon and accompanied that
prince of good fellows to Texico
Farwell.
It was a very common, uncommon day." The flower-pe- r
oxigen-lade- n
fumed,
breeze
played gently about. The soft
rays of a New Mexico West
Texas sun, in laughing merri
ment, spilled sparkling diamonds
around. The spreading, grass
covered prairie, the growing
fields of corn, the kaffir and
grain, the lowing herds of fat
cattle, the sleek horses, the
sturdy farmer, with modern
machinery, strong mules and
draft horses, diligently about
the most honest and honorable
business in the world this, yes
all this, was seen and felt in the
drive of ten miles that stretch
between Clovis, the "Magic
City" and
the
"Twin Cities."
Signs of prosperity beamed on
every hand. Contentment peeped from every door of every
farm home along the way.
Ah! Here is beauty for you.
So common to New Mexico-WeTexas, but rare in many portions
of the world.
To the writter, we appeared gentlemen."
to be floating through the land
C. W. Hill, who was born,
of enchanted dreams,
So in- bred and reared in the mercan
toxicated was he with the per- tile business is a recent acquifumery of the breeze, the sition to the towns. He is dograndeur of the scenery, the ing a general mercantile busigreatness, and the
ness. He appears to be an afof the
fable gentleman and will doubt- It bordered on rudeness when ess make good in this growing
friend Harrison said: "We are country.
Do you want
in
We just had time to "shake''
to get out?"
with merchant, R. E. Noble, but
The glorious beauty of this did us a lot of good. Inspiration ,
glorious country is not chopped tonic for you to clasp the hand
off at the city limits. It has of a real man.
leaped over the imaginary line
Cashier, Eads, and President,
that separates city from country. larrison, of the Texas State
Many of the business houses are Bank, were a busy pair and
built substantially ot brick and having only six bits to deposit,
ntnhe. Manv nf the rpnirlnnepa we left that institution poco
are costly, and the architecture pronto.
pleasing. Many of the men are
Edifor B. F. Fears, of that
big hearted and big brained. most excellent paper, the
Most of the women are the most
tribune, was not in the ofintellegent and cultured.
fice at the time of our call.
Sixty delightful minutes were Perhaps he had gone to the
crowded into every hour of the bank to deposit the $400 received
few spent in the "Twin Cities." on new business during the day,
Among others, we remember Mrs. B. F. Fears, the wife of
to have met the following: J. B. the said Editor. B. F. Fears,
"long, tall"
Coltharp.
which acgentlemen, who furnishes the was "on the job,"
excellency
of the
counts
the
for
meats,
of
cities with the choicest
and who has stuck around there afore mentioned paper.
--

.

a

and thereabouts for fifteen
years. He is making good.
Triplett Bros., dealers in gen
eral merchandise, countenences
were wreathed in smiles, we
persume because of their big
and ever increasing business.
Another smile provoker is that
dandy bunch of registered
Herefords of theirs on their
nearby ranch.
J. D. Powell, said: "Why
shouldn't I like this country?
When I came here I hadn't been
able to do a days work for two
My health is superb
years.
now." Warning If you don't
want to get well and feel so
everlastingly good that you just
can't keep from working, you
had better stay away from this
country.
M. M. Craig and C. C. Hunter,
postmasters, land dealers, stock
men, iarmers, ana wen we
might continue the list
were smiling as usual
and doing their work with zeal
and zest, which means that
these noble gentlemen do moun
tains of work and have fun
while at it.
B. 0. Faville, proprietor of
the Red Cross Pharmacy, and
one of one solid business men of
the country, was on the job and
set up the cold drinks, that were
cold, to myself and "two other
indefi-natel-

Texico-Farwel- l,

st

super-abundanc-

e

quality-climat-

Texico-Farwel- l.

Far-we- ll
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...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First
112

1--
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ClaaH Work.

South Main

St

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AM) JTRAXSFKR JJNE

.

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
S. F. HOSPITAL WORK

WE DO THE A. T.

SANITARY

f3E

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

-

DBEIG

3C

3E

The Curren Agency
W. J. CURREN, Mgr.
(u.

8.

commissioner)

Real Estate
to Fire Insurance
Deeded, Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals
Land Business a Specialty.
Tbxm raid and records examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office.
owners.

We jost! A up against three
preatbers, Rev. W. W. Taylor,
also cattleman and autoist, Rev.
Ralph D. Fifield, handsome and
logical,
Rev. J. W. Hendrix,
gentleman of the Woodrow Wilson type.
Others we met, besides these,
we can not recall. More anon.

U

11 11

Tucker-Bridg- es

Ivan G. Bridges,
Miss Amy Tucker,

of Clovis, and
of Wichita,

A chance to save money on your grocery account.
Below are a few of the many bargains to be had
at our shop for the next 12 days
Beginning Tuesday 15th Ending Saturday 27th

Kansas, were married in
Monday at the home of Rev.
Darling, the presbyterian minister and returned to Clovis
Tuesday where they will make
their home. Mr. Bridges re
cently completed one of the
most handsome bungalows in
the city at Monroe and Gidding
Streets, which will soon be
ready for their occupancy. At
present they are domiciled at
Mr,
the Scheurich residence.
young
linages is the popular
pharmacist at the Southwestern
and has resided here for several
years, enjoying a wide acquaintance in this city and through
out the county. Mrs. Bridges
is from Wichita Kansas where
her parents who are prominent
in business and society now re
side. She is a charming and
talented young lady.
Ros-we-

ll

.

Miss Verda Norris,

of Clovis,
were married in Amarillo, Tues
day at 3 o'clock. The bride,
who was a teacher in the pri
mary department in the Clovis
public schools for several years
and who has been engaged to
teach again the next term, is
one of the best known and most
popular ladies in the county.
She also resided at Melrose some
years and is the sister of Mrs.
W. H. Doughton, of near Clovis.
Mr. Smith, who has been em
ployed here as a painter by the
Santa Fe is now located in Amarillo, where the happy couple
will reside until school begins
when Mrs. Smith will return to

'

I

$1.85
.25

.25
.19

.27
.26
.25

$1.00
$1.35
.15
$1.00
.10
.40
.45
.45
.45
.45

35
.40
.85
$1.30
$1.10
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
.25

WE GUARANTEE EVERYTHING WE SELL Or Your MONEY Back

Clovis.

Fox's Shows Here
The celebrated Roy E. Fox's
shows arrived from Hereford
Monday and opened in their big
tent on the corner of Grand Avenue and Pile Street where they
will remain
two weeks.
Their tent has been packed to
overflowing each night of their
performance here, which indicates that the public are well
pleased with their work
While
it is true that they advertise the
East India Medicines in a way,
they do not come in the class of
cheap medicine shows and their
plays are all first class. Many
who have seen their show do not
hesitate to say that it is among
the best that has ever visited
this city.

Gold Dollars Flour, per 50 lb sack
8 lbs. of Good New Potatoes for
6 lbs. Fancy Bermuda Onions for
Swift's Premium Skinned Hams, per lb.
Swift's Premium Bacon by strip
Sulzberger's Majestic Bacon by strip
Van Camps Hominy No. 3 cans, three for
Swift's Jewel or Advance Compound, large pail
Cottolene, large pail for
Ideal brand Table Peaches, No. 3 can for
Three pound can of Jockey Club Coffee for
Popular brand Early June Peas, No. 2 can for
Tenasea Sorghum Substite, per gallon
Louisiana Beauty Syrup, per gallon
Brook-Dal- e
brand Peaches, per gallon
gallon
Capitol brand Peaches per
C F. C, A. Blackberries, per gallon
Victory brand Apples, per gallon
Reindeer brand Plums, per gallon
Extra Nice Dried Peaches in 10 lb. boxes for
Extra Nice Dried Apricots in 10 lb. boxes for
Extra Nice Prunes In 10 lb. boxes for
Foui pounds Best Peaberry Coffee for
Six pounds Good Rio Coffee for
Fifteen pounds of Sugar for
Eight bars of Lenox Soap for

'

Norris Smith
J. A. Smith, of Amarillo, and

!

wwfa.

raray

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Telephone 29.

72

for

Local and Personal

We have an attracti ve proposition located in Mississippi near
the State University and AgriMiss Amy Anderson, of Have
cultural College which we are
ner, was in town Saturday.
authorized to trade for a section
E. F. Hardwick, proprietor of of good land located in Curry
the Lyceum, is in Artesia this county. The property is well
improved and a complete guarweek.
anteed description can be seen
Hosiery,

Iron Clad

best.

the very

at our office.

A. J. Rodes.

Railroad News

Wanted: 640 Acres Land.

Considerable shifting around
the clerks in the superintendent's office has been made
necessary by the transferring of
division accountant E. II.
to Kansas,
temporarily.
He is to be assigned to some
special accounting work for the
Santa Fe. His place has been
taken by E E. Bundy, maintain- ance man.
liert McUuIlough
succeeds to the maintainance
desk. Lester Evans has been
promoted to the desk vacated by
of

Ash-cra- ft

We also need for prospective
one full section and
purchasers
Mrs. J.E. Curren and daugh
Mrs. Florence Coleman, the ter, Miss Ella, went to Clayton one half section of goud smooth
assistant postmistress, returned Wednesday for a few days visit. land with water. These are live
from Missouri Wednesday after
prospects and will pay one half Mr. McCullough. J. C. Erhart
I am not "going out of
a three weeks visit with friends.
cash and time on balance vot to takes Lester's place as file clerk.'
I am here to stay in the exceed one year. For quick acShe reports a very enjoyable
Jack Griffith, lirakeman, has
millinery business.
vacation.
tion see the
gone
to Kansas on a visit.
Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne.
Mansfield Land Company.
Rev. and Mrs. D. A. San ford,
Switchman. Walter Kerr, has
Mrs. A. L Dillon is recover- It.
accompanied by their son. Geo. ing from
gone to the Srn Diego exposition.
the effects of a success
A. Sanford, arrives this week
He was nccompnnied by his
ful operation performed last
First Methodist Church
fiom San Francisco, where they week. For a while her conmother.
Preaching at the morning serhave attended the Panama
dition was considered serious.
vice by the pastor, subject, "The
Prophet
Elijah." "We have a
The only first class millinrry
Poor Baby Dies
great
union
service at the evenstore in Clovis. The report that
PW UJJT
The 20 months old girl baby of
am goi ng out of business is ing service. The sermon will be
preached by D; Aionrr-The Mr. and Mrs. Walter Poor died
not true.
Dr. has rr.aJc lac v:.o thorough at 10 o'clock Tuesday night at
Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne.
Are You a Woman?
preparation rnrl .!!.e r'Mple of the home of A. L. Gurley. The
J. M. Knight and sister, Miss Clovis will n ms n km? it treat remains were taken on the 3
Mayme, of Tularosa, New Mexi
if they fail to hear this sermon. o'clock train Wednesday to
co, are nere in tneir car, having
We will arrange comfortable
Missouri, for burial. Mr.
motored over to visit the Forbes seats for all who rime.
Poor is employed by the
family with whom they are re- Company.
J K MessT.
ated. They will remain a week.
husi-ness-

."

.

Fair-vie-

Wells-Farg- o

Tha Woman's Tonic

Conveyances of all kinds.

jkizzBEir

.ill Uj m. JLj

FOR SALE

AT

All

DHUGGISTS

Nels Anderson, Frank Magee
and Mr. Reed were in from
Havener, Tuesday to testify in
the Cofer contest case in which
A. E. Curren represented the
plaintiff and W. A. Havener the
defendant.

U-R-NEXT

Union Barber Shop

R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction iruaruiteed or whiskers cheerfully

refunded!

f
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
KILLED

Ofl

RAILROAD COUNTIES WITHOUT

FIGURES 8HOW APPALLING
8ULT8 OF TRE8PA88.

RE- -

RAIL LINE

There Are Only Two, and One 8eems
About to See the Error of
Its Ways.
From the Potomao river to tbe
border there are but
two counties of any states that can
not boast a single mile of steam railroad. One of these Is Fulton county,
In southern Pennsylvania.
Tbe other
if Pendleton county in West Virginia.
But Fulton county is awakening
from its Rip Van Winkle slumber and
it giving ear to the clarion call of
progress. Its county seat, McConnels-burg- ,
ia going to have a street car
line.
Tbe primeval alienees which have
hung over the county will be dispelled
by the sound of warning gongs when
uniformed motormen yank the rope
as wide-eyecitizens stop to. stare at
apparition coming
tbe electric-drivealong the highway.
Usually the trolley car follows the
steam-drawvehicles, but in the
case of Fulton county the order
may be reversed. Here's hoping that
its progressive citizenship soon may
too, and thua leave
have the cboo-choPendleton county, W. Va., to bear
alone tbe dubious honor of being the
only county in the territory mentioned
to be without a steam railroad. Phila
delphia Press.
Maine-Canadia- n

rrvirv
i

x

-

v-

wm

Use of Lines' Right of Way In This
Country la Responsible for a
Death List That Haa
8erlous.
Be-co-

L

-

A circular Issued by the New Haven
railroad says that It Is not so much
affected by the genus hobo aa some
other roads In this country are, yet In
me last inree years 42 persons have
been killed and 394 Injured while tres
passing on the company's property. In
me majority or cases the persons
Kiuea or injured were not tramps but
persons who were using the railroad's
right of way as a public highway,
generally to make a short cut, or young
boys or men seeking to steal rides on

freight trains.
In 1913 152 persons falling under
the class of trespassers on the New
Haven right of way were killed and

cm

d

run

COULD

HARDLY STAND

Because of Terrible Back
ache. Relieved by Lydia

E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

suffered from
Philadelphia, Pa.-- "I
displacement and inflammation, and had
suco pains iu m
aides, and terrible
backache so that X
could hardly stand.
I took six bottles of
Lydia E. Plnkham'a
Vegetable Com
pound, and now I can
do any amount of
work, sleep good, eat
good, and don't have
a bit of trouble.
recommend Lydia E.
Pinkham'e Vegetable Compound to)
every suffering womam." Mrs. HARRT
Jr"i3Usa,1626DountonSt, Nicetown, Pa,

j

I

Another Woman's Case.
108 Injured; In 1913 172 were killed
Providence. R. I. "I cannot sneak
and 160 Injured, and In 1914 118 were
too highly of your Vegetable Compound
killed and 126 Injured. During these
as it has done wonder for me and I
years the New Haven and other roads
would not be without it. I had a disof the country have been making efplacement, bearing down, and backache,
forts to end the trespassing evil and
until I could hardly stand and was thor
oughly run down when I took Lydia E.
avert the loss of life, but seemingly
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It
without success.
FOR $1 helped me and lam in the best of health
The heaviest toll of life Is taken In RAILROAD BOUGHT
at oresent. I work in a factory all day
the summer, the mortality rising from
long besides doing my housework so you
Sixty-Mils
Line Located In can see what It baa done for me, I give
the spring months with the tempera It le a
ture. For example. In the month of
Kansas A Record
you permission to publish my name and I
peak of your Vegetable Compound to
January of this year on the New
Sale.
many of my friends." Mrs. Abel Lav
Haven's line four trespassers were
Here's how tbe Kansas Southwest- SON, 126 Lippitt St, Providence, R.L
killed. In February eight. In March flf
teen, a gain of almost 100 per cent in ern railroad, sixty miles long, between
Danger Signals to Women
Arkansas City and Caldwell, Kan., are what one physician called backache,
a month.
was
ago
says
sold
$1,
few
months
for
a
figures
These
form striking con
headache, nervousness, and the blues.
trasts when compared with the losses tbe Kansas City Star.
In many cases they are symptoms of
The road was owned Jointly by the some female derangement or an inf
of life through trespass on railroad
ulcerative condition, which may
property In other countries. In Great Atcblnson, Topeka ft Santa Fe and
's
Britain between 1901 and 1910 only 4. the St Louis ft 8an Francisco rail- be overcome by taking Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound. Thousand
844 persons were killed and 1,316 In roads. It was badly Involved and In a
American women willingly testify to
OH the flrat time In the
jured. Great Britain, however, takes poor physical condition. The Kansas of
Its virtue.
history of the United
strong legal means to prevent a loss of state public utilities commission had
States navy we hav
life through trespass on her railroads' Just issued an order that $150,000
A guilty conscience makes a hard
four
right of way, as u shown by the New should be spent to put it In better pillow.
condition.
Haven's statement, which says:
E. P. Ripley, president of the Santa
"If you walk along a railroad In EngoIPTrTl5! that branch of the
B hsppy. t?t Red Crons Bis Bluet
land, believing you can thereby see the Fe, and W. B. Piddle, one of the three much
better than liquid blue. Delights
national defense will
country better or get home more quick- receivers for tbe Frisco, met to talk tae laundress. All grocers. Adv.
rise accordingly In the eyes of forly, you are arrested and taken before over what was to be done about tbe
eigners,
in the past history of the
a local magistrate, who fines you $10. commission's new order.
There's a Reason.
navy the grade of admiral
baa
"How would you like to buy the
"Why didn't you laugh at the boss
In Canada you can be fined up to $n0
figured but three times In living rep- Joke. Hill?"
and Imprisoned for two months, and road?" Mr. Diddle asked.
reseniauves and each time but a sin
"I'll name a price, give or take," Mr.
"Don't have to; I quit Saturday."
there, too, the law is strictly enforced.
ie omcer has enjoyed the rank. First
Ripley
said.
In France unless you have a permit
there was Farragut, then Porter, and
"Go ahead," the Frisco receiver said
you cannot walk the tracks without
What It Doss.
after a lapse of more than seven years
"One dollar," Mr. Ripley snapped
great danger of being fined and even
"There's nothing like adversity to
following the letter's death George
And that's the way the Bantu Fe bring a man out."
Jailed In Germany the penalties range
Dewey won the honor.
acquired full title to the ownership
up to $25.
"Yes, out at the elbows."
Hut while David Glasgow Parragut
"Only 13 states In this country have of tbe branch road. The story came
annoyance as It was In 1812.
played
the
at
waa
mainmast
truck
wm me nrst man In the United States
Close Enough.
We all know of the glorious work declared the official emblem of the thus far followed the example of these out when a Santa Fe official told It at
navy to win by virtue of congress
the John W. Weeks luncheon,
the of David Porter during the war of 1812 secretary
"Where would the average 'speed
navy.
of
the
Having thus Europesn countries In having laws foriiue or admiral, the rank as a in the Essex. He
king be without his mechanician T"
created a fleet out taken the union out of the ensign, bidding such use of railroad property.
brevet and by right of appropriation
"My first guess Is undor the car."
AIR SIGNAL VALVE
of his squadron of prizes and his sub apparently in a spirit of sentimental These states are Maine, New Hump
ninety-onyears old in the an
ui unities giauiy caned mm commoeconomy, It was further ordered that shire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
nam or the service. This may be
news dore and recognized hla well earned the remaining stripes
Styles.
or field of Old New York. New Jersey. Wisconsin,
o inn public generally, but
neverthe right to a broad pennant. Yet, to use Glory should do duty as a symbol of Virginia, Delaware, Georgia, Missouri,
Bill
see the Atlanta convicts are
is
is a matter of Indisputable rec the language
no longer required to wear striped
Minnesota and Washington. The pen
of the time, Mr. Thomp flag rank.
ord,
clothing.
prescribed range all the way
son, the secretary of the navy, Issued
alties
beAccordingly,
flag
the
admiral's
In foreign service some
Jill Perhaps that's the reason some
centuries an order which "unshipped his stars came a rectilinear affair of thirteen f. m a Ave dollar fine and ten days In
back It was the custom to call the and degraded
of the fashionable women are breaking
hla title" when Porter horizontal stripes, alternate red and jail In Maine to $500 fine and a year in
rauKing officer of the fleet admiral came ashore.
out In It
There was nothing last white, to be worn at the main. The Jail in New York.
mererore when the American navy Ing In the brevet
"In one town In Connecticut, where
of commodore, and
was to carry the same
was established there was rearfon why
Steep the Sassafras.
the flag became a memory rather than flag flown at the fore, while the rear the New Haven's tracks were persistuur .enior omcer should assume the
A St. Louis clergyman gloomily In
lasting
emblem of gallant aervlce admiral was to have this badge car ently crossed at a number of points ai
designation accorded his position in
forms us:
that had
it when afloat and ried at the mlzzen. Farragut was blt a short cut, the railroad erected a
other countries. Our first president aface withJustified
'The Images of the poet and the
perils of war.
the
terly opposed to the change and, la standard wire fence In addition to putwas of this opinion. On the 22d of
ting up warning signs. This fence was
painter have ceased to charm us. Ws
There was a lack of harmony In the fact, never consented to It.
uecember, 1775, the Continental con practice of carrying
want the realities. Hence tbe passing
these symbols of
When David Dixon Porter upon the torn down as fast as It wss put up.
tress commissioned Esek Hopkins, an flag rank, and this led
of poetry."
Isaac Toucey, death of Farragut became admiral of Finally, unable for this reason to keep
ana
experienced seaman, com
oia
Sassafras tea In liberal doses, about
nen secretary of the navy, to pre the navy he Inherited the striped flag the fence In repair so that It might
mander in chief of the navy, and Gen
aerve Its purpose, the railroad attemptthis time of year, was formerly be
In 1858:
Is hereby ordered
scribe
"It
repudiated,
predecessor
which
had
his
ueorge
Washington
officially ad that In lieu of the broad pennant now and for six years It was displayed ed to erect other barriers. They were
lieved to be a sound remedy for the
dressed mm as "Admiral Hopkins."
physical conditions which generate
worn by 'flag officers' In command of upon various
occasions,
but the removed In a similar manner, the last
Admiral Hopkins put to sea from squadrons they shall wear a plain
This invention provides a valve In that state of mind.
symbol was not permanently estab one being torn down the very next day
rniiaaeipnla In 1776. He had a sound flag of dimensions proportionate toblue
after It was put up.
the train signal air line which permits
lished, because In 1876 there was
the
ron of seven vessels and his flos.hln different
What makes the problem an espe the actuation of a algnal when a re
Caught.
classes of vessels prescribed
For various reasons, among
the Alrred. carried his flag, which was for the Jack. . . . Flag officers whose change.
What a pretty hat, Mrs. Plnkei
usage and service and for cially serious one for New England is lief valve at one of a plurality of
past
them
squsre of yellow silk bearing In Its
date of commission as captain is over the convenience of distinguishing the the very large contribution which In points Is opened, said signal prefer- wore this evening."
center a pine tree, a rattlesnake In the twenty years shall wear It at the fore:
"Did you like It, dear?"
order of seniority of officers of the dustrial workers make annually to this ably being in close proximity to a lomet or striking and the motto
"Yes, It waa very becoming. Whi
"Don't all others at the mlzzen."
sama grade, the secretary of the navy death toll. Probably no other railroad comotive engineer or to a niotorman
Tread on Me." John Paul Jones, then
The incorrectness of hoisting a rear restored the blue emblem of flag rank, in proportion, to Its length baa so many of a motor car or train, reports the don't you get hata like that?"
a lieutenant aboard the Alfred, aent admiral's flag at the main instead
You musn't blame me If I lanrh
Industries located close to the rail Sclentillc American. Tbe valve prePorter died early In 1891, and for
of
nai nag alort with his own hands
at the mlzzen, where the long estab- trifle more than eight years the Amerl road tracks as the New Haven. In vents the signal actuation when the John. The hat you like is my hat
When commanding squadrons our lished usage of other
many cases the employees of these es train line is closed, regardless of the Mrs. Plnkey borrowed It tbla evening.
naval powers can navy was without an' officer of the
ranking captains were called by cour- ad placed It, soon became apparent, rank of full admiral. It was revived tablishments elect to use the right of pressure or air In tbe train line. The It's tbe $30 hat you called a frlht
uwy commodore. These men nor.
and at the Instance of Richard H. In March of 1899 as a reward for wsy as a highway to and from their valve permits tbe actuation of the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
formed the functions of our later rear Dana, then In congress,
homes In disregard of all warning signal of a portion of the air rushing
the position George Dewey's services In the memo signs.
admirals. At the main truck of their of the flag was made, agreeable
To abate this evil the railroad from the air reservoir as an open re
GET POWER
to rable battle of Manila Bay, and as hit
uipa mese brevet commodores dis- general custom without regard to the old master In the art cf war, Farra has taken the matter up directly with lief valve.
The 8upply Comes From Food,.
played a blue triangular flag not rear
of
the
concerns
these
and has
heads
admiral's seniority. As a result gut, loved the blue flag with Its four
rightly the commodore's swallowtail
asked for their
It has
If we get power from food, why not
Farragut lowered his flag from the stars so this token or
Wasts In Railroad Tickets.
or broad pennant of European navies main and raised it at the mlzzen, rank In the naval service was chosen slso asked school superintendents to
Down In tbe passenger and ticket strive to get all the power we can. That
with a single big white star encircaution their pupils of the danger of departments tbe ruthless hand of tbe Is only possible by solectlng food
where a rear admiral's flag should fly bv Dewey.
tUt
cled by a ring of twelve smaller stars Outwardly this seemed like a reducAgreeably to the last naval ap walking or playing on or near the rail economizer went, says the 8unday exactly flu tbe requirements of the
These stars signified the thirteen orlg-Ina- l tion In his dignity.
road
tracks."
body.
Magazine of the Chicago Herald, and
bill, Secretary Daniels
propriation
states.
This was the pennant
"Not knowing bow to select the right
before It was through a lot of dupll
In 1866 a distinctive flag apart from designated as the three fleet com
which John Paul Jones flew on the Its position on the ship was
pasteboard used for tickets was food to fit my needs, I suffered grievRAIL TIE AND FASTENER
who will share with Admiral
ordered
manders
Bon Homme Richard when he fought
confiscated. There was such a mul ously for a long time from stomach
for him and then for tho first time Dewey the right to fly the admiral's
the Serapis September 23, 1779.
tlpliclty of forms of tickets In use on trouble." writes a lady from' a little
ppeared the four white stars In the pennant Frank Friday Fletcher, com
It was not until 1X57 that the title center forming a diamond.
some roads that it took most of the Western town.
At the manding the Atlantic fleet: Thomas
flag officer was legally
"It seemed as if I would never be
time of a private printing establish
acquired II. Howard, commanding the Pacific
warranted in same time the
the American service, congress then three stars, the rear admiral two and fleet, and Walter C. Oowlca. command
able to find out the aort of food that
ment to print them.
directing thnt captains In command the commodore's broad pennant was ing the Asiatic fleet.
On a single branch line there were was best for me. Hardly anything that
of niiuiidroiiH should be styled flag entitled to one, the erstwhile central
six hundred different styles of printed I could eat would stay on my stomach
Should any one of them be afloat
Rpnr' Admiral big star of days gone by when
officers.
And the hit
One of the principal objects of the railroad tickets, aud on the main sys Every attempt gave me heart-burthat in trm presence of Admiral Dewey,
and
George Henry Preble, V 8. X., In his grade displayed a whole constellation.
then the newly made admiral would invention Is to provide a cross tie tem upward of ten thousand. Most of filled my stomacfl with gas. I got thinwell known book sn.m: "Officers so Admiral Farragut first hoisted his carry a red flag with four
literally bestars. Ad- with a rail fastener having means for the big roads had as high as five thou ner and thinner until
appointed for want of regulation on four starred flag on the frigate Frank
miral Dewey retaining his flag of blue. securely locking the trsck rails ngainxt sand standard forms of tickets, with came a living skeleton and In time was
tln aubVrt, continued to wear tho lin In June of 1867, and at the same Should by any chance the Atlantic and the tie.
An Important object ia to any number of special forms to be compelled to keep to my bed.
broad pennant of a commodore or
"A few months ago I waa persuaded
me a salute of seventeen guns was Pacific fleets be assembled on either of provide a fastouer adapted to clamp printed from week to week.
Every
tioimed the square (lag of an admiral. fired.
food, and It had such
our coasts and Admiral Dewey review the tie so firmly to the rail that all excursion, special train, or conven to try Grape-Nut- s
they rii eriii't proper." However, the
All went well In this somewhat
tlon gathering meant the printing ol good effect from the very beginning
them the latter would show his blue vibration will be reduced to a minifleeting honor of this title and the touchy matter until 18W, and then flng and his Juniors the red and the mum, and also to provide for taking a lot of new special tickets.
that I kept up Ita use. I was surprised
t
n cMmiIhv
(la
p wear between the fastener and rail.
but tem trouble arose over a departmental or- - white flag with four stars, seniority
Simplified tickets have supplanted at the ease with which I digested It. It
porarily was even then as much of an
r. At that time the Union Jack dis determining the color.
many of these old duplicate and Intri- proved to be Just what I needed.
Scientific American.
"All my unpleasant svmntnms th
cate forms, and many of the roads are
adopting machines that, working some heart-burn- ,
the Inflated feeling which
Turning Auto Into Railroad Car.
Doctors With the Armies.
i ing line. ,Many medical students from
of medical and surgical knowledge has
changing what on the principle of the cash reg- gave me so much pain, disappeared.
are
Some
of
railroads
the
Kngland
are
in
a
also
the fighting line in do tfce lot of the wounded much
The nicdlcnl schools In Knglaud are
ordinary automobiles Into railroad later, will atamp and date tickets In My weight gradually Increased frnm AR
largely depleted for men with Doctors are not only wanted to look more capable of being relieved than
cars to be used In their Inspection Indelible Ink and give the destination to 116 lbs., my figure rounded out m
mi Ileal knowledge to go to the front after the wounded; they can do a great was the case even 20 years ago.
strength csme back, and I am now able
work. All that Is needed Is a set of Just as plainly as if printed.
ami work with the Ited Cross, accord- deal to prevent sickness. It is their Christian Work.
to do my housework and enjoy It
pneu
regular
tires.
The
ing to one of tin' most prominent business to watch the sanitation of
Grape-Nut- s
did It."
Good Arrangement of Lights.
matic tires sre deflated a trifle, the
British weeklies. The time they spend the camps, to prevent the contamina- Head Wounds Show Orsat Increase,
A ten days trial will show anvonn
Fly a new invention the light on the
firm
over
leel
put
Inflated
them,
then
1n tit: fort of work is ti count as tion of the water supply In short, to
Doctor Sendral, who la making a ly into a groove in the steel, to hold railroad crossing gate changes auto some facts about food.
terns kept in the schools, and they do all they can to prevent disease, study of bead wounds In the tbem
Name given by Postum Co.. Unitl.
firmly In place, and the machine, matically as tbe gate is raised and low
very
hif
o
in
which,
doubt
useful.
will
The
all previous wars, has been French
army, haa announced
a
Creek. Mich.
Resd. "The Road tn
gesr
straight
steering
locked
lib
ered.
the
ry
docv
a more deadly enemy than the bullets marked Increase, due, It Is claimed, to
imhuslaFm of the French
Wellvllle," In pkgs. "There's a Reason."
goes merrily down the track at
ahead,
of opponents. Happily up to the pres- trench fighting and Improved shell
tors for the war led to a greater
Rver rrm
a
enormous speed. But, as each of these
German Railroad.
apswara ta aho.a
fi r Kngtisli doetors,
for the ent we haee no news of epidemic sick- Are. Many men are reported struck
tlm (a ,tlme. The
50 pounds, their
weighs
39,000
J
are
teei
There
miles
of
tires
railroad
is
Frent lit: n hII ant to he In the light- ness, sml it Is certain that the advance blind by shock
Germany.
use Is not likely to become popular.
o
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soldier of forScarlett an Aiwvrli-atune In the esapluy nf the French Imperial Police at the outbreak o( tha
war, la ordarad to arraat
John Burkhurat, a leader of tha
of having atolan
and auepet-tetha French crown Jowela While eearch-U- i
la urdarad to
for
Scarlett
arreat (.'nun leu da Vaeaiu-- t and har group
f ar?lalieta and eaeorl them to tha Belgian border. Bcarlutt flnda Sylvia Klven
of tha Qdeon dlagulaed aa a peaaant and
carriei har to Ua Trappa where the
eounteaa and her frlenda are assembled.
All are arraalad. The cuuntuse aavea
Scarlett from a fatal fall from tha roof
of tha house. Ha denouncea Buckiurat
aa tha leader of tha Reds and tha eounteaa oonducta him to where Uuekhurat li
Uhlans daaoand on
aacratad.
German
tha place and Buckhurat aaoapaa during
the melea. Hcarlett la wounded. Ho
In tha eounteaa
eonaclouanaaa
houee at alorsbroun, where ha la oarad
A fierce battle la
for bjr tha oountaaa.
fought In tha atreeta between Franco
and Pruaalan aoldlara Buckhurat professes rapentenca and raturna tha crown
Ha declaraa ha will
Jewels to Scarlett
Scaraire hlmeelf up to the autliurltlea. urgea
lett double hie sincerity. Buckhurat
tha oountaaa to go to Paradise.
admlta that ha receive pay from
the Pruaalana for Information which be
doe not give. Ha aecurae passports to
tha Franco. Ilnea for Scarlett, tha oountaaa and hlmeelf. Scarlett reports to
tha earrat service In Parts and flnda
n charge.
ehadow of tha emperor
Ha dectoslte tha crown jawala and later,
whan making a detailed report, flnda that
vebblas have been subatltuted for the real
eervtee,
atone. Speed, a comrade In tha
warne Scarlett that Morns) la dangaroua.
Ha alao In forma him that all the govarn-metreasure la being transported to tha
aoaat for shipment out of tha country.a.
Scarlett and Speed eaeape to join a
Tha elroua anivee at Paradtea. An
ordar la received by tha mayor oalllng
tits d Beans to anna.
Franco-Pru-

aelan

Buck-bur-

st

Mor-Ha- s,

nt

clr-au-

CHAPTfcR XI.

'

In Camp.
We went Into camp under tha landward glacis of tha cllffa, In a field of
glover which was to be plowed under
in few days. Wo all were there e
sept Kelly Eyre, who had (one to telegraph the governor of Lorlent for permission to' eater the port with the
Another miss anger alao left eamp
aei prfrata busfuees for Be.
PraasnUy we were all anting around
In the glare of two
the long oamp-tabl- e
smoky petroleum torches, eating our
bread and ham and potatoes and drink-tnBreton cider, a Jug of which Mr.
Horan had purchased for a few coppers. .
""Jus bard cider cheered Byram a ;
he drew a cherish ad cigar from
bis vest pocket, offered It to me, and
when I considerately refused, he carefully aet It alight with a splinter from
the fire. Its odor was Indescribable.
Byram appeared to hate recovered
something of hie buoyancy and native
optimism.
"Gentlemen," he said, "let's kinder
saunter over to the Inn and have a
eight-ca- p
with Kelly Eyre."
The lighted door of the Inn hung
ajar aa we crossed the star-li- t square;
Byram entered and stood a moment In
the doorway, stroking bis chin. "Bong
Joor the company!" be said, lifting his
elr-su- a.

g

lit-V-

battered hat.
The few Bretons In the wlneroom

re-

turned his civility; he glanced about

and bis eye fell on Kelly Byre, Speed's
assista.it balloonist, seated by the window with Horan.
"Well, gents," said Byram, hopefully,
"an what alre.the prospects of smilln'
dawn has
fortune wbnn
came again to kiss us back to life?"
"Rotten," said Byre, pushing a telegram across the oak table.
Byram'i face fell; be picked up the
telegram and fumbled In bis coat for
his spectacles with unatoady hand.
"Let me read it. governor," said
Speed, and took the blue paper from
Byram'i unresisting, stubby Angers.
"Oho!" be muttered, scanning tbe
message; "well well. It's not so bad
aa all
"Well, sir?" laid Byram, In a low

that"

VOlCO.

p

gov-mor,-

H
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HORT.

steadying himself with hie hand on Is pilot of the port . . . Anybody
Eyre'i broad shoulder, and shambled will tell you." . . .
"I will not forget," said I.
muttering
out across the square,
She bade us good night very prettily,
something about his elephant and his
stepped back out of the circle of torchcamel
bill, light, and vanished there la no other
Speed paid the Insignificant
word for It
emptied his glass, and nodded at me.
"It's all up," he said, soberly.
CHAPTER XIL
"Let's come back to camp and talk
it over," I said.
Jacqueline.
Together we traversed the square aa
The stars were etill shining when I
der tbe stars, and entered tbe field of
clover. In the dim, smoky camp all awoke In my blanket lighted s candle,
and stepped Into the wooden tub of
lights were oat except one
torch stuck In the ground between tbe salt water outside the tent
I shaved by candle-ligh- t
dressed In
two tents.
and jacket
Speed had some cigarettes, and be my worn
laid tbe pink package on the table. 1 then, candle In band, began groping
about among the faded bits of finery
lighted one when be did.
"Do you really
think there's a and tarnished properties until I found
swiramlng-tlght- s
once
the silver-scalechancer he naked, presently.
worn by tbe girl of whom we bad
"I don't know," I said.
beard so much.
"Well, we can try."
, Tbe stars had begun to fade wben I
"Oh yes."
"I'll tell you what," Speed said, "If stepped out through tbe
we only bad that poor little girl. Miss clover carrying in one band a satchel
Claridge, we'd catch tbeae Bretons. containing tbe swimming suit In the
all other a gun case, In which, carefully
That's what took the coast-foloiled and doubly caaed In flannel, reover Europe, so Orlgg says."
Miss Claridge bad performed In a posed my only luxury my
shotgun
large glasa tank aa tha "Leaping MerTbe Llsard was standing on h!s door-si-ll
maid.' It took like wildfire according
wben I came up; he returned my
to our
We had
never seen her; she was killed by greeting sullenly, bis keen eyes of a
roving over me from bead to
diving Into her tank when the circus
waa at Antwerp In April.
foot A rumpled and sulky yellow cat
"Cant we get up something like evidently Just awake, aat on tbe doorstep bealde him and yawned at InterthatT" I suggested, hopelessly.
"Who would do ltf Miss Clarldge'B vals. The pair looked aa though tbsy
who's bad made night of It
are In the prop-box-;
I
to wear tbemH
"You took my letter last night
He began to say something else, but asked.
"Yes."
stopped suddenly, eyes fixed. Jacqueline stood behind me In the smoky
"Was there SB answer for met"
light of the torch Jacqueline, bare of
"Yes."
eyes
arm and knee, with her
Bo I took the letter and read It a
very wide and the witch-lockcluster formal line saying tha Countess de
lug around the dim oval of bar faoe. V as tart would expect me at five that
After a moment's absolute silence she afternoon.
said: "I came from Paradise. Don't
"Look here, LI sard," I said, "I
you remember?"
to be friends with you, and I
"Of course I remember you, Jacque- mean to make you look on me as a
line. And I have an Idea yon ougbt to friend. It's to my advantage and to
be In bed."
youra."
"Won't you alt down?" asked Speed.
"To mine?" he Inquired, sneerlngly.
"Thank yon," said Jacqueline.
"And this Is the first thing I want"
She seated herself on a sack of saw- I continued; and without further pre
dust, clasping her slender hands be- face I unfolded our plana concerning
tween her knees, and looked earnestly Jacqueline. '
at tbe elephant Speed asked her, Jest"Entendu." be said, drawling the
ingly, why aha did not Join the circus. word. "Is that alir
"It la what I wish," she said, nnder
"No, aot all. I want you to be my
messenger in time of need. I wan'
her breath.
"And ride white horses?"
yon to be absolutely faithful to me."
"Will you take me?" she cried, pas"And what Is there In this, to my adsionately, springing to bar feet
vantage, m'sleu T
Amased at ber earnestness, I tried
"This, for one thing," I said, careto explain that such an idea waa out lessly, picking up my gun case. I
of the question. She listened anxious- slowly drew out tbe barrels of Damasly at first, then her eyes fell and she cus, tben tha
stock and fore-enhead
stood there In the torch-lighassembling tbem lovingly; for It
hanging.
was the finest weapon I bad ever seen,
"I should like to see a circus," she and It was breaking my benrt to give
said. "Then I should know what to do. It away.
That can awing higher thsn any girl
The poacher's eyes began to glitter
In Paradise bas been demonstrated
as I fitted tbe double bolts and locked
often," she went on, earnestly. "I can breech and barrel with the exteneion
:
twlm farther, I ran dive deeper. I ran rib. Then I snapped on tbe
and there lay the gun In my hands, a
fowling-piecfit for an emperor.
tbe poacher,
"Give It?" muttered
huskily.
"Take It my friend the Lizard," I
repllod, smiling down the wrench In
my heart.
There was a silence; then the poacher stepped forward, and, looking me
square In the eye, flung out his hand.
I struck my open palm smsrtly against
his. In the Breton fashion ; then we
clasped hands.
."Strike!" he cried; "take my friendship If you want It on this condition
what 1 am Is my own concern, not
yours. Don't Interfere,
m'sleu; It
would he useless. I should never betray you, but 1 might kill you. Don't
Interfere. But If you care for the good
will of a man like me, take it; and
when you desire a service from me.
tell me, and I'll not full you, by Saints-Klinof Paradise!"
He turned on bis heel, kicking off
"Will Yeu Take Mar She Cried.
his sabots on tbe doorslll. "Break
run faster, with bare feet or with sa- bread with me; I ask It," he eald, gruffbots, tban anybody, man or woman, ly, and walked before me Into tbe
Lady's house.
from tbe Beacon to Our
Prom the athes on the hearth a
chapel."
"So you can dive and swim?" asked spiral of smoke curled. The yellow
cat walked In and sat down, contemSpeed, with a glance at me.
"Like the salmon In the Lalta, mon- plating the ashes.
Slowly a saffron light filled the
sieur."
room; Jacqueline awoke In tbe dim
"Under waterr
riding-breeche- s

d
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sea-bir- d

fish-tigh-
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"Well, governor f Oh er tbe telegram T" asked Speed, like a man righting for time.
"Yea, tbe telegram," said Byram, patiently.
"Well, you see they hare Just heard
In tbe north,
of the terrible smash-ugovernor. Melt baa surrendered with
Bazalne's entire army. And they're
naturally frightened at Lorlent . . .
And . . . well . . . they won't
let us paaa the fortifications."
"Won't let us InT" cried Byram.
hoarsely.
"I'm afraid not, governor."
Byram stared at ua. We bad counted on Lorlent to pull nd through aa far
aa the frontier.
"Parblen!"
"
After a pause I asked her age.
"Now don't take It so bard,
"Fifteen, M'steu Scarlett. Won't you
said Kelly Byre; "I was fright- myself, at first, but I'm ashamed take me?" she asked, sweetly.
. now.
We'll pull through, any- "Ill teil you what I'll do, Jacqueline," said I. "Very early In the morn"Certainly," said Speed, cheerily. ing I'll go down to your house and see
""We'll drum up tbe whole district from your father. Then, If he makes no obPontlvy to Auray and from Penmarcb jection, I'll get you to put on a pretty
Point to Plouharnel! Why should the swimming suit, all made out of ailver
Breton peasantry not coma? Don't icalea, and you can show me, there In
tbey walk miles to the Pardons?"
the sea, bow you can dive and swim
A gray pallor settled on Byram's and play at mermaid. Does that please
aunken face; with it came a certain you?"
She looked earnestly at me, then at
dignity
sometimes
which sorrow
Speed.
brings even to men like him.
"Is It a promlne?" she asked, la a
"Young gentlemon," be said. "I'm
obliged to you. Tbeae here reverses quivering voice.
"Yes, Jacqueline."
come to everybody, I guess. The Lord
"Then I thank you, M'sleu Scarlett
knows best; but If he'll just lemme
run my show a leetle longer, I'll pay . . . and you, m'sleur. And I will
any debts aa' say, 'Thy will be done, be waiting for, you wben you come
. . We live In the bouse below tbe
.
.ment' "
light. . . . Mjr father
a ftUafml allsnoe he rosea Saint-Julia-n

Maids-at-Armse-

fore-end-

e

bed.

She swathed herself In a blanket and
sat up, looking at me sleepily.
"You came to see me swim," she
said.
"And I've brought you a fish's silver skin to swim In," I replied, pointing at the satchel.
She cast a swift glance at her father, who, with the gun on hit knees,
sat aa though hypnotised by the beauty
Her bright eyes
of Ita workmanship.
fell on the gun; she understood In a
flash.
"Turn your back!" she cried.
I wheeled about and sat dowa on
the settle beside the poacher. There
came a light thud of small, bare feet
on the stone floor, then silence. Tbe
poacher looked up.
"She's gone to tbe ocean," he said;
"tbe baa the mania for baths like
you English." And he fell to rubbing
the guns lock with dirty thiuab.
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"Better let me arrange tbem, then,"
Tbe saffron light In the room waa
turning pink when Jacqueline reap- I aald, glancing up at the Improvised
peared on tbe threshold In her ragged trapeze which dangled under the
eklrt and stained velvet bodice bait
Sbe thanked me, seized a long rope,
laced, with the broken points banging,
and went up, hand over band. I piled
carrying an armful of driftwood.
Without a word she went to work tbe soft nets Into a mattress, but debo Bwlftly that the pink light bad cided to stand near, not liking the arroof-beam-

scarcely deepened to crimson when
tbe poacher, laying tbe gun tenderly
In the blankets of Jacqueline's tumbled
bed, came striding back to the table
t
where a
smoked on a cracked
platter, and a bowl of bread and milk
stood before each place.
Ange Pitou, the
We ate silently.
yellow cat, came around with tall Inflated. There were fishbones enough to
gratify any cat, and Ange Pltou made
short work of them.
The poacher rose, wiped bla mouth
with tbe back of bis band, and made
straight for his new gun.
"You two," he said, with a wave of
his arm, "you settle It among your
selves. He touched bit beret to me,
flung tbe fowling piece over bla shoulder, and walked away.
Jacqueline placed the few dishes In
a pan of hot water, wiped her fingers,
daintily, and picked up Ange Pitou.
"Show me tbe swimming suit" abe
said, abyly.
I drew It out of tbe satchel and laid
It across my knees.
"Oh, It has a little tall behind like
a fish ! " she cried, enchanted. "I aball
"
look like tbe silver grilse of
sea-trou-

COWS

INVESTMENT IN POOR

Chief obataclet In succesaful dairying are lack of well balanced, Intensive methodt and not applying business principles.
The milk producer
must stop guessing and know for aura
what the results will be and adopt tbe
ways of most profit
Large sums of money are Invested
la many acres of land, extensive and

rangements.
Meanwhile Jacqueline waa swinging,
bead downward, from ber trapeze. Her
cheeks flamed ae she twisted and wriggled through a complicated maneuver,
which ended by landing her seated on
tbe bar of tbe trapeze a trifle out of

breath.
"You think you could drop from
there Into a tank of water
i asked.

f

"How deepr
"Say four feet"
Che nodded, swinging tranquilly.
"You would try whatever I asked
you to try?"
"If I thought I could," Bhe replied,
naively.
"But that Is not It I am to be your
master. You must have absolute confidence In me and obey orders Instantly."
"Blen."
"Then hang by your handt!"
Quick as a flash she bung above me.
"You treat me, Jacqueline T"
"Yes."
"Then drop I"
Down sbe flashed like a falling meteor. I caught her with that quick
trick known to all acrobats, which left
ber standing on my knee.

fL.
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Excellent Milk Producers on Pasture.

expensive buildings, costly borses,
tools and machinery,
feed
and labor, and all of this outlay turned
to raUIng crops that do not yield anything like tbe amount of digestible
nutrlenta per acre that should and
could be obtained, and to feeding and
poorly caring for a herd of poor cows
utterly unable to return a profit.
"Do you think you can swim In those
"Jump!"
The aame expenditure of money and
scales f" I asked'.
She sprang lightly to the heap of
1
Jacqueline?
"Swim?
Attendet nets, lost ber balance, stumbled, and labor bestowed in an intelligent manun peu you shall see!"
sat down very suddenly. Then the ner upon tbe same farm and an efficient dairy herd would return a hand8he opened her arms; tbe cat sprang threw back ber head and laaghed.
some profit.
to the doorstep and vanished.
Jacqueline looked at tbe swimming
CHAPTER XIII.
suit, then at me. "Will you go down
BEST SIZE OF SILO TO BUILD
to the beach. M'sleu Scarlett?"
Frlenda.
But I bad not traversed half the
At seven o'clock that morning the
strip of rock and bard sand before men In tbe circus camp awoke, woo Not Advisable to Construct Recep
tacle With Diameter Over Twenty
something flew past a slim, glittering rled, fatigued, vaguely resentful, unFeet Right Height
shape which auddenly doubled up, usually profane.
straightened again, and fell headlong
By eight o'clock a miraculous change
In building a silo one should plan
Into the thundering surf.
had taken place; the camp waa alive
After a long, long while, far out on with scurrying people, galvanised Into well the width of tbe silo. It the silo
tor the number of stock to
tbe water she rose, floating.
hopeful activity by my possibly un- Is too wide
Toased back once more upon tbe warranted optimism and a few Judi- be fed from it daily, there will not
be a sufficient amount of ailage taken
beach like an opalescent shell, Jac- ciously veiled threats.
per day, especially in
In foam, looked out
queline, ankle-deeClothed with temporary authority from tbe silo
across
ber by Byram, I took the bit between my warm weather, to keep the silage from
the flaming waters,
drenched hair dripping.
teeth and ordered tbe instant erection spoiling.
A depth of 1 to 2
Inches of sllags
"Look I " aha cried, flln ring her arms of tbe main tents, the construction of
above bar bead, and dropped In
the ring, barriers and benches, and tba should be taken from tbe silo per day
space, falling like a star, down, down Immediate renovating of tbe portable during tbe winter months, and a depth
Into tbe shallow sea. Far below I aaw tank in which poor little Miss Claridge of three Inches per day during tbe
warm summer months.
a atreak of living light shoot through bad met ber doom.
the water on, on, closer to the surIf the stock on a farm Is equivalent
By tbe standing-stoneof Carnae, I
face now, and at last she fairly sprang swore that I'd have all Flnlstere In tbe to from ten to fifteen cows, the silo
Into the air, quivering like a gaffed sal- tent. "Governor," said I, "we are go- should have a diameter of about ten
mon, then fall back to float and clear ing to feature Jacqueline all over Brit feet; if equivalent to fifteen to twenty-fivber blue eyea from ber tangled hair.
cow a, a diameter of ahout twelve
tany, and, If the ladles object It cant
Presently she climbed to the
to
do tbey ob- feet; if equivalent to twenty-fivbe helped!
hillock of sand and sat down ject?"
thirty-fivcows, a diameter of about
dry
me
to
hair.
beside
her
The ladles did object otherwite tbey fifteen feet; If equivulent to thlrty-flv- t
Ange I'ltou, covetiug a warm
cows, a diameter of sixwould not have been human ladles; to forty-fivin the sand, came wandering but tbe
to
battle was sharp and decisive, teen feet; if equivalent to forty-fivalong pretending not to Bee ua; but for 1 waa desperate.
sixty-fivcows, a diameter of eighteen
111
Jacqueline dragged
in Into her arms
to seven"It simply amounts to this," I said: feet; if equivalent to sixty-fivfor a hug, which lasted until Ange "Jacqueline pulls ut through or the ty-live
cows, a diameter of eighteen
Pllnu broke loose, tail hoisted but eurt governor and I laud In Jail. As for you, feet. For a herd of seventy-fivcowi
deaf to further flattery.
heaven knows what will happen to or over the diameter can be from
So Jacqueline chased Anno
I'ltou you! I'enul settlement, probably."
eighteen to twenty feet.
bock across the sand and up the rocky
And I culled Speed and pointed al
It is not adviaable to build a alio
path.
Jacqueline, sitting on her satchel, with the diuincter over twenty feet. II
If you watching
to the
"Come
the proceedings with amiable Is a general rule not to make the
please!" ahe called back to me, point- curloaity.
height of the silo less than twice or
ing to a crazy wooden structure built
"Speed, take tbat child and rehearse more tban three times the diameter.
above the house.
her."
As I entered the
the child
Speed took Jacqueline "iy the hand,
s
was dragging a pile of
to the and together tbey entered the big PLAN FOR DEHORNING CATTLE
middle of the floor.
white tent.
"In chhp I fall." shp said, coolly.
Illustration Showt How the Head of
ito pjk rovTtNt'Kn
Animal is Held While Optration
Is Being Performed,
j
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In reply to an Inquiry as to the best
method for dehorning a cow a
of Hoard's Dairyman aubmitt
the following plan:
"I Inclose you a tie for holding
cow's head at stanchion while dehornBela, In 1260, more soldiers
were ing. I think It the best tie I know. I
OF COMFORT
SOME CRUMBS
killed by the sun than by the weapons aend you a small model to show bow
or tbe roe; tbat In 130S three great to tiRe It. When cow's bead la fast In
Those of Us Who 8wsltertd In the rivers of western Europe went dry, stanchion,
the rope Is dropped over
Dog Dsys May Find s Little
and that In Odessa, In 1889, tbe noon row's neck, tbe loop Is csught on tbe
Consolation Here.
temperature reached 144 degrees and under side and the rope doubled Is
a sunshade was necessary at five In
to
are
forced
us
who
of
those
Fo
tbe morning, we are bound to conspend most of our summers In cities clude that we are not so badly off,
thoughts,
consoling
a
few
there are
after all.
remarks a writer in the Atlantic
Is
severest
that tbe
Monthly. One
Moving
picture Animate.
A jungle of several acres, Inhabited
beat does not prompt men to crime,
as the social statisticians have found by wild animals of all countries, msny
that tbe severest cold does. Another o. which are already well trained for
Is tbat the worst temperature we are the part they are to play aa motion
called upon to face falls a long way picture actors. Is maintained near Los
short ot the eudurance limit of the Angeles by one of the big American
companies. It Is Inhuman body and brain, aa proved by
French experiments at the 250 degree tended to extend the acreage and
until the motion picture
level. Another cornea from tbe discovery through the newspapers, with Jungle will form tbe largest tingle colevery prolonged hot wave, that we are lection of wild animals In tbe world,
Aid in Dehorning.
"breaking tbe record" In some line and within It will be, and now are,
or other. This ought to be a stimulus enacted many stirring scenes. A big
to our pride, and If we wlHh to carry elephant named "Toddles" Is, for In- put through loop and placed around
further the beneficent influence of stance, the star performer In a film the nose up far enough to not shut off
mental suggestion, all we need to do catalogued as "Lost In the Jungle," In her breathing, aud then pull the rope
Is to compare what is happening to us which Toddles, during bis wanderings back to a post at side ot stunchion.
with what bas happened to various In tbe forest, finds the heroine lying and one turn around post. A man can
other people at various other times. exhausted on the ground, and. kneel- hold the end, and by placing his
For Inatance. when the encyclopedias ing, lifts ber to bis back and gallantly weight on rope bold the cow's h. ad
tell us that In A. D. 627 the heat carries her to safety. All the animals quite solid while her horns are reIn France and Germany dried tbe wa- are at conscientiously trained to do moved. The rope Is quickly n inovel
ter tourcet and a multitude of people acta for the motion picture camera as by taking off note and pulling same."
died of ibist; that la the battle of are the traiaed animals of a elrcue.
buo-scrlb-

-
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GET BUSY! HURRY! YOUR TIME IS SHORT!
JULY 12th WILL SOON BE HERE!
Every candidate is earnestly urged to make every hour and every minute count
for the most possible. This is positively necessary if you expect to capture one of
the big prizes in this big subscription campaign.

The Big Opportunity Week!
Dunns all next week, or beginning Monday, June 28, and closing Saturday, 6:30 p. m., July 3.
just twice the number of votes on each dollar secured on subscriptions. NEVER AGAIN
DURING THIS CAMPAIGN WILL IT BE POSSIBLE TO SECURE AS MANY VOTES ON SUBSCRIPTIONS AS DURING NEXT WEEK. Next week is "opportunity week." Not to do your "dead
level best" next week while it is possible to get this extra large number of votes, is to deliberately
throw your chance away to secure one of the big prizes. Figure, for instance, just what the piano is
worth to you, and how much effort it will require on your part during 'he few remaining days of this
carrvuign to get it. There is more than one candidate who have their eys on this fine prize and you
can't expect to win it without doing your very best. A hard, strong pull during "opportunity week"
will be worth more than you can estimate. Work hard now and there will be no cause for regret July 12.
Listen!

we will give

The piano is on display at the Rice Furniture Store. The gold watch may be seen at the Jernigan Jewelry
store. The scholarship and cash is ready for the winners. Next week is especially the time to get some
of those five, ten, fifteen and twenty-fiv- e
years subscriptions. Look up the schedule of votes in this
- - - week's paper. Then figure what a ten or twenty-fiv- e
year subscription would mean to you.
Note:-B-

y

an oversight this campaign was announced to close July 11th, which comes on Sunday.

The campaign will close July 12th instead.

Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmi
Melrose
(By J. H. Shepard)
To the one who is fond of comparisons and contrasts, who finds
real joy in allowing his memory
to scurry into the past and place
t he old along side the new, the
ride in the Pullman, which is
attached to one of the big engines that pull the main line
Santa Fe trains through Clovis,
from coast to coast, from Clovis
to Melrose, a distance of twenty-fiv- e
miles, is fraught with real
delight
Here is a "dugout," there is
a "shack," here is some dilapidated farm machinery, there is
an' old tumbled down windmill-m- ute
evidence of pioneer days,
of glowing hopes and splendid
aspirations shattered of hardships and heartaches, of a folk
who came early from the east to
seek a fortune in the new west,
and gave up the struggle. On
the otherhand, here and there
are happy ranch and farm
homes, with most of the com
furts that go to make a real
home, with herds of fat stock
grazing contentedly upon the
lucious grasses living evidence
of the new order of things, of a
new civilization which has come

to stay.

That the soil contiguous to
Melrose is rich in plant food,
and that the people are a hustling people, the following will
prove:

During my short stay in MelBlacktower Budget
rose I bumped up against sume
Quite a number of our Black-towe- r
happy surprises.
folks attended Children's
The Hotel Melrose would be a day exercises at Havener Suncredit to a town several times day.
the size of Melrose. J. E. Love
Miss Ollie and Willis Cook atproprietor, is one of the most
tended the literary at Pu mpkin
honored citizens of the town,
Center Friday night.
and is never so happy as when
Havener and Clovis ball team
he is doing something to make
met
at Blacktower Sunday and
his guests comfortable.
If you
stop at Hotel Melrose you will played balL Score 15 to 11 in
everafterwards have that "come favor Clovis 2nd. nine.
again" feeling.
Our community is. beginning
Bostic and English operate one to need rain.
of the best machine, blacksmith
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Crook
and auto shops in the entire visited at the Hobbs home Suncountry.
Each has had some day.
twenty years experience and
Miss Amanda Furgeson is on
they ''know how."
sick list this week, but is
the
K. C. Kirby & Son handle improving.
about everything from a knit
Some of our Blacktower folks
ting needle to a steam engine,
hauling their grain to Clovis
are
are old timers in Melrose and
week.
this
enjoy a very large trade.
another old
W. S. Turner,
Lincoln Locals
timer, is contented and doing
Crops
are needing rain at
well with hi3 several lines of
present.
,
business: hotel, general merMiss Eula Isham visited Ethel
chandise, wagon yard and stock.
Dewitt, Austin and many Brasher Saturday and attended
Saturday
services
others, whose names I cannot preaching
night.
mention for lack of space, have
Mrs. Cox, of Shiloh district,
been engaged in business in Melrose for many years. All appear is seriously ill at present.
to be doing well.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bieler
Among the farmers and stock- was seen in Lincoln district last
men whom I buttonholed, who Sunday.
have resided in that section from
A large crowd attended the
one to twelve years, were, P. D. baptising at Mr. Watts last SunBattenfleld, J. B. Purvis. J. P. day.

Moore, C. O. Was-soEightly cars of wheat were Wilson, J. C.
Mrs. Bell is on the sick list
A. W. Lawson, J. E. McKee,
shipped out of Melrose from the
week.
this
A. Sherley, F. W. Barlow, H. T.
1914 crop, 85 cars of maize and
Mr.
and Mrs. Mott were in
Bower. All seemed enthusiastic
kaffir, 75 cars of broom corn, 80
Monday on business.
Texico
possibilities of
cars of cattle, $1,500 worth of over the future
Mrs. Westfall visited Mrs,
this growing country. Many of
cream each month, $300 worth
one day last week..
Brasher
the, farmers and stockmen of
of poultry each month, $500
Mr. and Mrs. Bell were in
own splendid homes
worth of eggs and butter, three that section
automoin
Texico one day this week.
their
cars of Mexican beans, four cars and drive about
biles.
Mesdames Crick and Palma-tee- r
of shelled corn.
Dairyman-FarThe
Melrose
visited Mrs. Brasher Friday
A commercial club is mainby R. B. Boyle, is one afternoon.
er,
edited
tained with a membership of becountry weeklies.
Nelson Burrus, of Clovis, is
tween 30 and 40, J. G. Mosher of the livest of
visiting
in Lincoln district this
is the secretary, Dr, B. M. PorTo
Trade
week.
president;
ter,
Geo. P. Baxter,
$6,000 stock of general mer
treasurer.
This organization
Brown Eyes.
meets twice each month and is chandise in good town in Okla
doing much to knit the town and homa, or income property in
Episcopal Church
country together. A telephone Oklahoma City, Shawnee, Ring-lin- g
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
company
has been organized
and other towns in Okla- church services at 11 a. m. and
with the commercial club back homa to trade for land in New 7:30 p. m. The pastor,' Rev. D.
of it. It is the intention to run Mexico. See me at the Cotter A. Sanford, has just returned
the lines out to all sections of hotel inClovis, or address: R. F. from San Francisco and will
the Melrose trade territory, and Richardson, Clovis, New Mexi- speak at both services. Subject:

P. B. Copeland, brother of
W. E, CoDeland, of this place,
is here from Orth, Texas. He
is looking for a location.

Special Sale

For Sale.

Everything at your own price.
Modern house, 7 rooms and
Clovis Milinery Co.
hall. Out house, two lots,
at Luikarts.
good fence,
concrete walks,
Mrs. A. G. Withers returned 2
Price $2,500.
nice shrubbery.
from California Sunday after a
Balance, easy
cash.
$1,000
few weeks visit with her sister Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all payments. E. F.
Reynolds,
at Los Angeles.
the family. A. J. Rodes.
215 N. Lane St.
d.
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Some Grocery Sellers
Just to convince you that we are still selling

Gro-

ceries at the lowest prices possible, considering the
best quality, which we always keep, we quote:

Jersey Cream or Honey Bee Flour $3.40
New Potatoes, 10 pounds for
25c
Swift's Premium Hams, per lb.

18c

Bacon, per lb.

18c

n,

4

Gallon Plums for
Gallon Apricots for

40c
--

Gallon Grapes for

40c
40c

Headquarters for Fruits and Vegetables.

m

the farmers and stockmen are
heartily cooperating.

co.
4t-p-

d

The Panama Exposition
Religion." All invited.

and

Morris Grocery Go.
25

"THE LEADING MAIN STREET GROCERY"

TELEPHONE

25.

